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ANNEX 1: OVERVIEW OF POSTAL SERVICES
INTRODUCTION
Postal services comprise both mClil services (provided by both p()stal administrations
and private operators) and postal financial services (provided by postal
administrations). In terms of turnover. mail services generate 78% of the postal
sector's revenue , and postal financial services 22% (the latler including transaction
revenue from mail facilitCiting and certain miscell.meous services). For postal
administrations alone, the proportions of revenue between mail services and postal
financial services is G7::n.
The Green Paper concentrates on mail services. Postal financial services should be
viewed more in the context of the financial sector overall. In addition. the regulatorv
issues art' mure complicated for mail. However. this annex seeks to give ; broa
perspecti\'t.' u! both types of postal service. It also seeks to give an overview of related
sen' lces
MAIL SERVICES
DEFINITIONS
There are three categories of mail service - letters, parcels and express. There
are several overlap:s between these services.
Letters Gin be distinguished from parcels sometimes by weight (with a
somewhat artificial distinction between the two being set sometimes at 2 kilos).
or sometimes by contents (the distinction I;eing that letters carry
communications and parcels goods). Express services include both express
letters (documents) and express parcels (packages). They ,Ire distinguished
from ordinary letter and parcel services primarily by the speed or the perceived
reliability of their services.
2.2 SERVICE PROVIDERS
LFITEI(S
For lellers. post;d administrations have an almost complete monopoly. As
discussed in the main text. there are some competing letter services provided 
private operators. whether legally or not. These include city mailers, document
exchanges and remailing - see below at Paragraph 2.5
For letter mail services offered by postal administrations, all administrations
Gilegorise their mail into two operational "tiers . In nine Member StCites the
two categories are letters and postcards (often referred to as LC - "Lettres et
Cartes" in French) on the one hand and printed papers and small packets (often
referred to as AO - "Autres Objets" in French) on the other. Three postal
administrations ~ those of Denmark, Portugal and the United Kingdom
categorise their mail according to speed, divided into first class and second chlss
(or priority and non-priority). The latter distinction more closely rellects
operational costs and. it could be argued, consumer preferences.page 26(J Annex J: Opc/view of postal se/vices
Most postal administrations make available contract facilities which permit
larger customers to undertake part of the mail process. (The main .examples ()f
such activities would be pre-sorting - undertaking part of the sorting process
before posting - and enveloping. Certain administrations also permit third
party operators to carry out such activities on behalf of the customers who
originate the mail. In addition. particularly in the case ()f the direct mail. the
physical generation of mail can be undertaken by specialist operators.
PARCELS
Parcel services usually refer to the movement of individual goods items up to a
limit of, say. 30 kilos. However, parcel carriers including some postal
administrations, now Cllso move much larger consignments. usually packed on
palettes. Parcel carriers normally offer customers a choice of speeds for the
delivery of parcels.
Parcels services operate in free competition. With the exception of two
administrations. the postell administrations of all Member States compete in the
pClrcei markets of their countries.
EXPRESS
Concerning express services. the norm is that they are offered in free
competition. (Only in three Member States do postal administrations still have
a monopoly over such services. ) There is a tendency for express organisations
to concentrate either on regional. national or cross-bon.kr servi\.'l~s. There is
Cllso some specialisation -between the express movement of documents (postal
communications sent by express means) and "non-documents" (goods-bearing
express parcels).
2.3 APPLICATIONS
Letters and express provide communication services. (Alternative means are
therefore telephones. fax and EDI. all of which provide indirect competition to
postal services. Parcels Clntl express provide goods-delivering services (other
types of delivery service providing alternatives).
Beyond this general statement. two particular applications are worth
mentioning here. Mail order (for selling of mCiterial to customers by post) use
parcel services for the distribution of the goods. Advertisers USe letler services
to send direct mail.
SU8SIDIARY LETTER SERVICES
While all services tend to have the flexibility to he "tailored" to the requirements
of large customers. the letter services provided by the postal administrations
include some specific variants. certain of which have particular legal
importance. Perhaps the most significant are as follows:
- registered letters;
- recorded letters:
- certificate of posting / advice of delivery;Allllex  1:  O,'en,iew of postal sel1'ic"l!s page  261
- special delivery (where. for a supplement. the speed is normally netter than
the standard letter service);
- direct hags (sometimes called the M-bag service). used for sending a bag
containing a quantity of printed papers to a particular destination;
- post office box (where a customer can hire ,I nox at a post office to which his
mail is delivered):
- paste restante (where for a temporary period mail is held at a post office
pending collection by the nominated individual).
? -
OTHER MAIL SERVICES
Some other services are neginning to evolve. Generally, new services are
provided in free competition. The juridical position of certain of the services
mentioned - notaoly remail - is the subject of debate. Other services - such as
city mail - appear to be illegal (except. in that case, in Spain), but continue to
operate.
POSTAL ELECTRONIC MAIL
Described further at Annex 12, a "hybrid" service that provides tele-
transmission of a message. distance printing and then postal delivery. Postal
administrations also provide a public fax service called Bureaufax. Some also
now provide aservi~e based on EDI.
DOCUMENT EXCHANGES
Post office oox-type facility permitting exchange users to deliver mail directly
into the b()xes of other users, and to collect their own mail similarly posted by
other users. In at least the United Kingdom. it is permissible for different
exchanges to transfer mail between each other.
REMA I L
Cross-border letter mail service. Provided by private operators. usually in
cooperation with at least one postal administration.
HAND DEL/VERY
Delivery of urgent publications by private operators. usually in city centres.
CITY MAIL
Delivery of letters in the city ftown in which they were collected.
permitted in Spain.
( Legally
UNADDRESSED DIRECT MAIL
Delivery of unaddressed advertising material to targeted areas. (By
comparison, addressed direct mail is delivered to the targeted individual or
organisation.page  262 AI/I/ex I: Opc/view ofposlaf se/vices
OPERATIONS
The operations underlying th~se services are described in detail at Annex 3.
Here, it is important to note that the items sent in each of the three service
categories are not h()mogeneous. For exCimple, letters can vary between
ordinary items of C5 size, through items of A4 size (sometimes called "flats
through to packets weighing up to 2 kg or even books weighing up to 5 kg.
Parcels services cover the range in weight from the very light-weight (half kg) up
to palletised consignments. Express services cover this range as well, but have
the additional complication of often needing to separate between documents
(express letters) and goods (express parcels).
This lack of homogeneity of items processed makes the operations underlying
mail services more complex than might be supposed (see Annex ~ for a more
deta iled description of the olwr;lt ion).
StJl\:l!\'1ARY
The majority of m,lil is gener;ltLlI by organisati~)(1S In terms of applications
(that is. the market segments that lIse mail services). the following are the main
segments (listed in order of revenue generated): mail order, advertising.
publishing, finCincial services. industry ;Ind public administration.
Table 1 below indicates approxim:lkly the revenue generated in the different
mail services categories. (shO\\n in percentages of the total mail services
turnover):
Table I: Mail senkes  rn'!'lllll' pacentages hy seKlllent lInd operator  (1988)
~n: POSTAl. PRIVATI': TOT..\I.
C \TE(aHtIl':S '\D\II'h'l'lUTHJ" OI' ER-HOIh
1...-II...r, .J' 7 -17 ()
- -
!';Jrcch III') 17.J
rxprc" .J; ;O.J \.J 7
Total 'c. " 100
Source: CEC (from several sources)
The main mail services are summarised in Table 2. Concerning letter services
it should be mentioned that the distinction between LC and AO services can
sometimes be blurred. Further, it should not be thought that each of the
services mentioned is homogeneous in itself. Annex 3 d~scribes in detail the
operational differences between different sorts of mail which may be posted in
one mail service "streamAlllle...:  1:  O,'elviclI' o/p(ISllIf se,,'ices page  263
Table 2: SUII1/111IlY of lI1ai/ sendees
LETrERS
STANDARD LE"lTER SERVICES (offered by postal administrations)
Higher slreams
either .Ietlres et carles" (LC), covering lellers and post-cards;
or "first class , covering items for next working day delivery
ower streams
either "au Ires objets" (AO). covering printed papers ;JJ1d small packets;
or "second class , covering items for slower delivery (\\'ilh targets of either two or
thrce working days ,If'ter collection).
Standardlelter services arc offered for both domestic and (foss-border services. For cross-
bonier services. the service differentiation is usually LC/AO in accordance wilh Universal
I'ostal Union (UPU) guidelines
SliBSIUlAR\. LETI'ER SEltVlCES (olkred by postal admIJlbtr;lllolh)
SCIYICCS Include
rcg",cred kltcr~.
recorded lellers
ccn ificate of posting/alh' lcc of delivery.
special delivery;
direci bags (also called "lvI-bags
post office boxcs,
pOSIC restaJllC.
NEW LETrER SEltVICES
Ncw (IIr newer) seT"ices include:
postal CICClfl1nic mail (including Bureaufax);
documclll exchanges;
remail;
hand dclivcry
city mail"'
unaddrcssed dircc, mail
PARCELS
Normallv up 10 ,\11 kg pcr Item. but SCT"!ces for hcavler ncnh Jlow coml1lon
Usually olTcring choice of service spceds
EXPRESS
orteJl div'idcdlnlo
doC(JJllcJltS (pos,al COmll1unlC:.JIJOns selll hy cxprcss ).
non-dIKUlllCn!S (goods-bearing express parccls)page  264 Annex  1:  O,'el1'iew of postal sel1'ices
FINANCIAL SERVICES PROVIIJE() BY POSTAL ADMINISTRATIONS
FinCincial services can be split into two main categories: postal financial services (such
as mail orders, postell cheques. etc.) and other financial products (like those related to
savings bank operations Clnd those known as "giro
Postal administrati()ns hClve traditionally played the role of providing readily availCible
financial services, both within individual Member States and internationally. The
more traditi()nal services in this area include money and postal orders, postal cheques
and savings bank operations. The full list of financial services provided by p()stal
administrati()ns is shown at Table J below.
The revenues coming from these help the administrations to balance their operating
figures.
The extent to which the services are used vClries from Member State to Member State
and is influenced by such factors as:
- the spread of commercial banking facilities, mainly in remote areas, and their inter-
operability:
- public attitudes to the use ()f banks Clnd their facilities, which themselves tend to
reflect the type of community and its banking system development:
- g()vernmellt regulations either promoting or limiting giro and savings bank
development.
Nevertheless. in the Communitv the situation is not unifcrm. In some Member States
national girobanks pnJVide full banking services in line with the commen.:ial banks.
whereas in other Member States giro activity is limited 1'.) postal cheque services and
in at least one country even this last activity is not authorised.
In almost all administrations the wide spread of postal counter facilities has resulted
in their being used for government services, often providing for such facilities as the
payment of pensions. welfare services. licence and tClxation payments and pClyments
for utilities such as water and telephones.
When such arrangements are in force, they are generally provided free of charge to
the government. but there is an argument for introducing some charges based on the
cost of providing the services.Annex  1:  Q,'cl1'iewof postal scl1'ices
page  265
Table 3: Summary offilZltllClal services provided by postal admilZivtratiol1.'i
POSTAL FINANCIAL SERVICES
I POSTAL PAYMENT MEANS
.. 
Moncy Ord~rs, International Moncy Ord~rs
.. Postal Ordcrs
.. Postal Cheques
.. "
Valeurs dcdarces
II. GENERAL FINANCIAL SEI~VICES
11. 1 GII~OnANK OPEI(ATIONS
.. Tctc-paymcnt
crcdit cards
- A TM Ciiru!)1mk cards
.. Imcrior accoullls/dcp(lsits/pay-out
.. Foreitrn current"\'
.. Mortgage
11.2 SAVINGS nANK QPERATIONS
.. Homc-savings invcstmcl1l
.. 
Common funds invcstmcnt
11.3 OTHEI~ PAYMENTS
.. Pcnsions
.. Welfare sc,,'iccs
.. Liccnccffaxal ion
.. Public paymcl1!s
MAIL FACILITATING SERVICES
For postal administrations' n,ail services, the most important services provided at the
post office counters relate to the selling of stamps and the provision of information
relating to use of mail services. With the exception of Belgium and Portugal. all postal
administrations now permit stamps to be sold in other as well as post office counters.
Post office counters can also be used to give credit for postage "meter" machines, and
then accept postings paid for with "meter" impressions. There are also other more
specialist services available, such as the sale of philatelic products, or containers in
which to post items.
As with postal administrations, the great majority of private operators' volume comes
from larger customers. whose postal items are collected directly from their premises.
Increasingly, however, private operators are establishing facilities which enable
smaller customers (or even individuals) 10 use their services. Several privatepagc  266 Annex 1: Ope/view of postal se/vices
operators now have franchised offices which accept smaller postings; in addition
investment is being made in "lodging points" established for the same purpose.
Table 4 below gives a summary of the mail facilitating services.
Table 4: Summary of mail facilitating services
POSTAL ADMINISTRATIONS PRIVATE OPERATORS
SWlllp sales
- Meier ,rectits
I'hil,il..:lic prt)ducts
COJ1lainlT sales
Franchised aCCesS points (IRL and UK)
Franchised access poiJ1ls
Lodging poiJ1ls
OTHER TRANSPORT SERVICES
Most private operators who provide postal services have transport se:;rvices as their
main business. The parcel services that they provide are usually pan of their general
transport operation (although they may be processed through separate networks). If
they offer express services, these are generaIly provided entirely separately.
While private operators have extended down to smaller consignments, SOme postal
administrations have started tlJ move into the general transport market. Thus. several
now accept items well beyond the "traditional" weight maximum for parcels of:\O kilos.
Sometimes. such large consignment service:;s are provided through the ordinary parcel
network. but usually through separate ne:;tworks.
Parcel/express ope:;rators are now increasingly offering ware:;housing facilitie:;s to aid
the "just-in-time" strategies of their customers. They are therefore becoming
increasingly involved in controlling stock on behalf of customers. and even carrying
out simple assembly operations.
Table:=; bc'low sllmmarises these other transport services rek\ant to the postal sectur.
Table
;"',:
T/'llll.lj)()11 und olha  Ie/Tier:.
TRANSPORT AND DELIVERY ASSOCIATED ACTIVITIES
(;c;ncr:d transport
Fn:Jghl forwarJing
Specialist delivery services
\\iarehousing
Sloei-: 'OJ1lrol
.lust-itHirne se"'lCes
MISCELLANEOUS - POSTAL ADMINISTRATIONS
The post office counters network is now being used increasingly for selling services
beyond the traditional government services and mail facilitating services. They are
now selling services on behalf of a range of public sector institutions and utilities. 
give an impression of the breadth of this range, these may include bus. train or airlineAlllle\::  I: Ol'e/1'icl\' of postal sel1'iccs page  267
tickets (or pa~ses), phonecards. fishing licences and Red Cross bonds. as well as
lottery tickets. Some ,Ire also now selling financial services other than banking -
insurance presently being the main example.
The range of services sold is cruci;llly affected by the legislation affecting each postal
administration. Table 6 below summarises the miscellaneous services sold at the
counter~ of at least some postal administrations.
Table 6: Summary of miscellaneous sen-'ices sold at post ofl/"ce counters
TICKETS INSURANCE
Transport tickets/passes
- Non-go\"crIlmemallicences
Phonecards
Lollery lickclS
Insurance ,er.'icesAllllex  2:  Tile postal seclo,.;11 statistics page  269
ANNEX 2: THE POSTAL SECTOR IN STATISTICS
INTRonUCTION
This annex is intende.d to provide an introduction infigure.s to the Community' postal
sector. Following an over-view of the sector as a whole. it then pUJs the secJor in the
conJext of the Community's overall economy- Next. it examines in more detail the
mail services. and then the postal financial services. (Unless otherwise stated, Jhe
figures are those of 1988. in order to ensure comparability of information.
OVERALL FIGURES
Table I helciw gives the main figures for the postal s~tor. The revenue and
employment figures relate to the whole sector. while the volume figures reline (() mail
services only.
Table I: Commullity:\' jJO\"1l1l, \(,clOr  ~ummary ill Jigure.
VOLUME
hcms per year 78 billion
hems per working dilY 2'XI million
hems pcr inhabiwnt/year 244
Rate: Domcstic/Community/I I\Icrnaliunal 'H' ; /4':; I YX
WYI-:SU1:
l\.'lails scl"ices
('oslal admin,s! ratIons EeU 2(1 bn
Private upcr;u\lrs EeU 211 hn
"ustal financial scrviccs
I'uslal adminislralJ\llb f.CU Dbn
-_-__-_nn_n-
TOTAL ECU )') hilliun
E;\-ll'l.o)' M/:"N'l
Puslal ildministrations
Mail services 1.207 000
Financial services I 53.()I,J0 
3(.0.0011
riviltc operaturs 350 000
-u_---------
TOTAL 1.710.000
Source: Sofres studypage 270 AlIlICX  2:  nit: postal see-wI' ill  statistics
ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE
The postal services provided by the public and private operators generate a total
revenue of ECU 59 billion. the equivalent of 1.46% of the Community s GDP. (This
figure excludes directly associated industries - such as those of direct mail and mail
order - which generate another 0.5% of the Community s GDP.) Of this, mail services
generCited ECU 46 billion, and postal financial services ECU n billion.
However, about half the postal Cldministrations operate at CI loss. As well as showing
the economic importance of postell services to the different national economies, Table
2 below also shows the external funding that is needed to make up these losses. The
profitCible postal administrCltions together earned surpluses of ECU 74~ million, while
the loss-making administrations recorded a combined loss of ECU 2.699 million. The
combined effect was a net loss of ECU 1 951 million.
Table 2: Imp011ance of postal services to overall economy (19RH)
MEMIIER GROSS TIlT"!, hll' ()J!T,
\:\(
St I!I'U sf C"STI(III"
STATES I)I)\'IESTI!' R:\!)\'ER III.:I'U TI t '1'10'\
I'RIIIH"!" (;UP I" c; I) 
n1JIIi"lb fCU billion, ECU millinn, ECl!
Belgium 12-18 77JA 062 .. 272 , .. 021
Denmark 913 1:)6.-1 127 -I. 005
Germal1y 0201 11'0. 090 1210 0
Greece 4-1. IJ6. 030 175 .. 0.0-1
Spain 284. 1180.3 0.-11 1197 0-1
France 7950 12,366, Ij6 1-170
Ireland 265 246. lJJ 001
Italy 689. 087. Oj9 .. 1.0-1-1-1 0 IS
Luxembourg 52. .. 03 .. 0.
Netherlands 1891 J098. 2970 016
Ponugat J4, 1:)4.9 0.-15 HIo: - 0.
United Kingdom 670.8 6,426, 2:)8,
9781 38,857. 9509 .. OJI5 .
Nmes, Thc lablc abnvc exclud0' tll0 tUf"l1"\'0r general0d by privat0 "p0ratllr' TI)J," 0",m'il0d III be
snme ECU 20 bil1illn per year Added  I he ECl! ,1'1 blllilin !!1' lh:r'ilc (\ 11\ the l'"sl,1I
JdmJi1istralions. the t'\l,IIIUrn"\'l:r \",ult!  110 ECU )9 bllli"n.. "r 1-16' , "I' EC (,j)i'
The figures include revcnu0 III' fCU 1.\ billion generated 11\' 1',"1,11 "dn1111"lf"I'"lb ' fln"nual
serVices
The turnovef figuresfllr Belgium exclude fCU .'11 mlilinn paid by Ihe Belgian gil\'CrnJ11Cnl 10 the
poslal ;J(hninislratinn (0 CnJ11pelhale il ror losses incuffed IIn certain ,ef\',ces which the
gO\'efnJ11elll required il III prll,' id0
The rigufe ror Denmark i, hcrnr0 allll"",,nce rOf J special lax or ECU 1'(, million
Source: CEC analysisA/I/lCX  2:  The pos/al sector ill s/a/isrics page  271
The figures shown in Table 2 need to be set in the context of a comparison with the
two largest postal administrations outside the Community (those of JapCln and the
United States) and with the largest private operators. Table 1 below seeks to give this
comparison. (It should be noted that the figures given for the revenue generated by
the privateoperCitors in the Community market are estimates only; figures for the
postal administrations include revenue from financial services.
Table 1: Revenue of largest private
administrations  (/988)
operatOl:, and /lon-Community postal
REVE:-on: GE\Elt.\n:D (EClJ 1111.1.10\)
CATEGORY COF\TRY/
C()\II'A:'oo'Y
COMMUNITY
Ot'TSIDE
CO\l\ll:MTV
TOTAL
WORI.1)\\lDE
l'oSla1
Admil1lstratlollS
Japan
UnJled Sial,""
N/a
N/a ~OO 300
Private
Operators
DHL
Federal Express
TNT
UPS
1.0
1.5
1.11
12. 1',
N/a No! applic,lblc
Source: Several
MAIL SERVICES
Mail services are provided both by postal administrCltions and by private operators.
AJI the ECU 20 billion revenue of private operators is generated by I1(m-reserved
services. Of their revenue, postal administrations earn some ECU 21 billion from
letter services, the majority being reserved.
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE OPERATORS
TCible 4 shows how the mails market is divided up between postal administrCltions (the
public postal operators) and private operators. It ' also indi(:ates how postal
administrations, by generat-ing most of their revenue from ordinary letters, have
relatively high throughputs per employee (compared to private operators) hut
relatively low revenue. The experience of private operators. who generate almost ClII
their revenue in the express and parcels segments. is the converse. As the table
indicates, private operators hold an estimated 41% of the total postal market. In the
parcel and express segments. their share is much larger - an estimated (1.1% and 87%
respectively.page  272 AII1Iex  2:  Tire postal $ector itl statistics
Table 4: Mail :rervices  comparisoll of po.ftal administrations and private operators
"t:Rc:t::oi' ,\(;t: mS'J'Rllu;'nON "t:R MAII$ t:MI'I.O\'t:t:
OI'ERA1' ORS
VOl.t:~tt: Rt:n::oil:t: STAt.... ""':MS Rt:\'E'iUt:
(thousands) (ECU)
Postal
Administratillns 9(,':: 57':~ 78';'*. c,2, 2t ,500
Privatc
Opcralllrs -I'; -I.
~';
22('
~ "
')70150
Source: CEC analysis
UNIVERSAL SERVICE
Postal administrations have a universal service obligation, (In aU Member States, they
have been granted some special and exclusive rights with the intention that they
should be able to meet this obligation. ) Universal service refers to the access by which
every citizen or organisation may post items into the public postal service; it .11$0
refers to the ability of the postal service to gain access to all addresses in the
Community in order t() deliver postal items. Table 5 below seeks to give an
impression of the implications of this obligation.
Table 5: Universal, ervlCl'  collectioll.\' and deliveries
CRln:RIOS TOTAl. IStlAIIITA:'\TS
l't:R l;:'\1T
(Note
I'osl office coumcrs 92.772 3.-190
Cullcclions poims (puhhq 163.000 1.7011 (Note 2)
Dellvcry nlu IHIs ~t~ OOO 1.1110
Note I' The IIIwl population (If thc Cumn1Unity divided by the numbers of unils mcmHlIlcd
(coumcrs. cllilecli"n p"illlS and delivery rounds),
Nolc2; Thc numbcr of public wlkclilln poilUs includcs thc posting boxcs availablc in post
office coumers.
Source: Postal administrations
Population density and concentnHion is also important in terms of the universal
service obligation, The Community s average density is 143 inhabitants per square
kilometre. the range for individual Member States going from 50 to 350 inhabitants
per square kilometre,
MAIL USAGEAIIIICX  2:  l1/c posllIl sector ill sllItis/ie" pagt:  273
80% of letters posted originCite from businesses and other organisations (the
percentage being even higher for express and parcels services). It is therefore not
surprising that there appears to be a link between the number of letters per inhabitant
and GDP per capita. TCibie G compares the statistical order for these two criteria.
(The Same point is made graphically - using the same data - at Chapter 4. Paragraph
2 of the main text.)
Table 6: Comparison (~f letter mail usage and  DP per capita
MHIlIER ITDIS STATISTICAL Gnp STATlSTI(:AI,
STATE "En ORDER PER OnDER
CwrrA CAPITA
1",'1" II
Bclgium
,y;
IlI2
Dcnmark n.J !.\.J
(iefmanv 2.11' 121'
Circee... .17
Spain 1.;(1 (,7
France 112 .I 
Ireland I.JX 6.1 III
Italy 196 IlI6
Luxembourg. -'.1(, 12l1
Nclhcrlanlb .1m IlIlI
Portugal '.1
United Kingdom 256
Note I' This coilimn 511P\\'\ the indexation \\'ilh Ihe EC average (iD/'  per capila equalling 100.
Source: CEC analysis
TARIFFS
As well as gener,tI economic acti\'ity. two other impurlant factors atTecting levels of
use are quality of service and prices, Figure I shows the h;\sil' domestic letter tariffs
(for jt)90) offered by the Community postal "dministr"tions, For some
administrations. this is the basic price for their main letter services (but with discounts
usually being av"ilable for larger users). Other administr;ltions. however. otTer
substantial discounts if the contents are printed papers (including newsp"pers),page  274 Anncx  2:  The postal sector  ill  statistics
Figure J: Comparison of basic letter tariffs (1990)
.............. ....... """"""""""""" """,,,,"""""".,. ........,... ..".................. """"""".""""""""""""" ........,.......... ...................
B OK 0 GR  E F  IRL I L NL P UK JAP USA
Tariffs In ECU
Source: Postal administrations
NATIONAL AND CROSS. BORDER MARKETS
For all mail services, domestic markets Clre far larger than cross-border markets.
Table 5 below shows how letter volumes are composed in the different Member
States. (A distinction is made for cross-border mail between , on the one hand, mail
going from one Member State to another and, on the other, mail going to or coming
from outside the Community.) For reasons of commercial confidentiality, similarly
detailed information is not available for parcels and express services.
Table 7 shows that 7% of letter mail is cross-border traffic, 4% being "intra-
Community" and 3% being "extra-Community" mail.  In  revenue terms, the cross-
border share is slightly higher - about 10% of letter revenue. For parcel and express
services. the cross-border mail is worth about 1 J % of revenue.Allllex 2: The postal sector ill stlltist;cs page  275
Table 7: Traffic composition between dome.rlic and cross-border
MEMllf:R
STAn:
I)Or.U:SllC INTRA-
CO~'I~RNIT't"
EXTRA-
C()MMt:NIT't"
Belgium
Denmark
Germany
Greece
Spain
France
Ireland
Italy
Luxembourg
Nelherlands
S6.0'!~
95.
96.
74.O'k
11.4':;
3';;
;'( ;'(
SII.4';i
95.3'J
69,
14.4'
67'
11,(,':;
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SORTING MECHAN/SA T/ON
Many postal operators have made significant investments in sorting m;,lchinery. Parcel
and express operators have specialised sorting equipment which is increasingly linked
to bar-coding systems. These bar-codes may also he used for "tracking-and-lracing
systems for following the progress of individual items through the whole process,
Postal administrations helve made substantial investments in letter sorting equipment
(see Annex II. Paragraph 5). This equipment is presently heavily reliant on sorting by
the post-code. (The subject of post-codes is discussed in detail in f\nnex 10. ) Figure 2
below shows the percentage of letter mail that is automatically sorted by the different
postal administrations of the Community (The figures exclude m;lil that has been
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Figure 2: Percentage of letter mail sorted mechanically
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POSTAL FINANCIAL SERVICES  (INCLUDING SALE OF MAIL SERVICES AT
COUNTERS)
The Green Paper concentrates on mail services. However, it is important to be aware
of the importCince of the financial services provided hy postal administrations. The
size of the postal financial services segment (proportionate to the postal
administration s total revenue) varies significantly hetween Memher States.
There appear to be two reasons for this. Firstly, some postal administrations have 
posthank as an integral part of their operation (others may not have had one, while
some other administrations have sold off their respective posthanks). Secondly. while
general economic activity is important, so too is the flexibility permitted to postal
administrations in the enabling legislation for their postal fin;lncial services. The
financial or other services which postal administrations are permitted to sell at their
counters varies he tween Member States.Anncx  2:  Tire postal sector  ill  statistics page  277
REVENUE
Postal financial services generate revenue of ECU 12.7 billion. This equates to 21 
of the total revenue of the sector, and to 33% of the revenue of the postal
administrations. Table 8 shows the revenue of different administrations, as wdl as the
rate of growth.
TableS: Revenue and K/"o!Vr!l of'po.'i((Jlfintlndal services
MEMIIER TOTAL Ih:n::\l'I- S..WI:"GS A:"1J
STAn:s RI.:n::\n: TRE:\1J l:\vESTMI.:;o.;TS
(ELU millions) (ELU millions)
Belgium 270 .1';'
DcJ1mark \)0 1\.!I'; 2,400
Gcrmany 11\0 1\()', lR.500
Greecc Nj;1
Spain .1~I\  200' 2BO
France 026 0.1'; 45.500
Ireland
:) ()';
945
Italy 1,436 .12' 000
Luxcmbourg 1~,O'. 370
Nctherlands 1320 126'; 11.500
Portugal 210'
United Kingdom 71'.1 c,O' 13,400
ELTotal 12.72x 104 91 7
Source: Sot res sllllh
RANGE OF SERVICES
The finCincial services undertaken cover a very broad range. They include paying out
pensions and other benefits on behalf of the government. They also collect revenue
for different government institutions. Increasing!\" where the enabling legislation
permits, other services such as insur;mce are now sflL 
To pick out two important examples of services available, they include cheque
payments and money orders. Access to accounts is ills!) made easier through the
increasing availability of AulOm;ttic Teller Machine (ATM) cards issued by postal
administrations. The volumes and (for cheques and money orders, the revenue
throughput), are shown in Table  l)  below.page  278 AIIIICX  2:  The postal sector ill statistics
Table 9: Financial setl'ices  some volumes alld tU17lOVerS
CIIEQIJES MO:-lt:\' ORnERS
ATM
MEMBER CARns l~ NOIIIER I~ TOTAL Nl;~IIIt:R 1:'\ TOTAl.
STATES ClRCl:IAI10:'\ CIRCl7IATIO!l1 VALUE ClRClilATIOS VAI.liE
(Millions) (ECU millions) (Millions) (ECU millions)
Belgium 110 5.500. 550 000 260
Denmark
---
0.3 1.2 263
Germany 100 RO, 169 23. 000
Greece
---
l.l60
Spain 450 000 24. 036
France 850 700, 128 000 X7. 121.250
Ireland
---
0.3
Italy
---
24. 000
Luxembourg
Nelherlands 125 t64.5 20.000 153
Port ugal
---
:!X. 2500
United Kingdonl 159 82A 925 50, 117
l. 7'11' 351'\..7 701\ 15'1 241\ 0 1~2.0('('
Source: Sofres stud,
COUNTERS NETWORK
The sale of postal financial services is heavily reliCint on the coverage of post office
counters. Table 10 quantifies the coverage in the Community.
Table 10: Coverage of post office counters
POSI office cnunlcrs 92.772
Inh;lhitan!S per po,t office 490
Post offices per 100 km
Source: Sofres study
The latter two fil!.ures in Table (! are averages. The C()\'erage in terms of inhabitants
per post office (;lI1gesin the Community f"rom 1.700 inhal1itants per post office in
Ireland to 10 700 in Greece. For geographical coverage. the range is from  /').l!  post
offices per 100 km in the United Kingdom to 0.7 in Greece.
As Table II below shows, some postal administrations have begun to invest in
facilities to "automate" their counters. The intention is to broaden the scope of
services that can be provided, CIS well as improving the quCllity of service to theirA/I/lcx  2:  Tlte poslal sector ill statistics page  279
largest customers. At the same time. the administrations should gaIn the additional
benefit of improving their management information.
Table II: Automation of post office counters  (1988)
WITH OTHER FACILITIES
MEMUER NUMIIER OF EQUIPPED EQtilPME"T
STATES COUI'\TERS \\TIlJ COUI'\TER RATE AUTOMA'IlC CO~-II't:TER
AUTOMA'110!'i
(%)
TELLER TERMI;o.iALS FOR
~IACIII;o;ES ~iA"'AGEME;o;T
Belgium 850 I to
---
Denmark 1,300
--- ---
120
(iermany 17.500 259 243';; 100 Nja
(;n:ec.: 929
---
Spain 9x5 450
FrancL 000 265 rlO'; x50
.\,
900
Ireland 075 II I
--- ---
Ital\' 14,373 150
Luxcmhou rg 106 20 X' Nja
Nelherlands 624 c.oO l)') (J'., 125
---
Portugal 1.050 9'::
Unitcd Kingdom 21.000 (I) 230 I'd'; 159 N/u
772 t2.556 17H;; 1.798 050
NolC I The number of coulllcrs shown for Ireland and the Uniled Kingdom include sub-contracted
pOSt offices. The number of pOSI offices wholly owned by I hc I rish and British postal
adminislrUlions is. respectively, 124 and 1,500, The taller figure is used in the calculation of the
equipmclll rate fm the British poslUl administration (Thc FC figure is also adjuslCd,
N/a Dala nol available
Source: Sofres studyAnncx  3:  Mail operations and networks page  281
ANNEX 3: MAIL OPERATIONS AND NETWORKS
INTRODUCTION
This annex describes in detail the letter mail operation. both domestic and cross-
border. It considers what can cause cost variCitions between the items posted. It then
reviews parcels and express operations, in .order to identify structural similarities to,
or differences from, the letter operation. lastly, it discusses what networks are
appropriate for mails operations.
The letter mail operCition comprises five main phases: collection, sorting (divided into
outward sorting and inward sorting), transport and delivery. The approximate cost
breakdown is shown in Table I.
Table 1: Approximate composition of letter mail operational costs
Collection 10%
Outward sortIng 18%
Transport
,.,-
Inward sorting
Delivery CJ5%
Source: . Average values from several postal administrations
Before describing these phases the annex first studies the work that customers can
undertake before actually posting their mail.
PRE-POSTING
What work has been carried out on the mClil before posting affects what processes are
necessary after posting and before final delivery of the items posted.
At the simplest levei, a customer may divide his mail between the categories
determined by the postell administration (thClt is, letters/printed papers .or first/second
class). This would save on the "segregation" process described below at Paragraph 4.
A customer could also ensure that all the mail was presented in the same way, thus
saving on the "facing" process. If the mail was posted under contract or had been
franked with the customer s meter impression, this could save the task of "cancelling
the stamps.
The mOst important task thClt the customer could carry out would be the pre-sorting of
items. The level of the pre-sort will depend not only on the customer's facilities (and
volumes), but Cllso on the information that the postal administration can give to the
customer on its sorting requirements. This information will depend crucially on the
depth of the post-codes system (see Annex 10 for a more detailed description). Some
post-coding systems enable pre-sorting only down to towns or general areas. others to
individual streets or the delivery rounds (known as "walks ) of the individual postman.page  282 Annex  3:  Mail operations and networks
Allied to the latter depth of pre-sorting facility, it would be possible for customers to
have the choice of posting in one 10C.ltion, or in several locations, with the aim of
improving service.
COLLECTIONS
Collections Clre mCide from posting boxes in the street (sometimes called roCid-side
collections), post office counters or other public places and from the premises of
customers. In towns. the road-side collections, particularly in the afternoon, tend to
be separate operations. In rural areas, they are often combined with deliveries.
All collections from post boxes and from counters are regular. Collections from
customers' premises by post offices are also usually carried out ona regular has is.
However, companies may have irregular requirements ilnd may ask for "ad hoc
collections.
Collections from customer premises are also made by other operators. These
operCitors milY be offering services that compete with those of the postal
administrations. Alternatively. they may be offering a service that is required before
the mail is lodged with the pl)Stal administration. An example of this form of "mail
preparCition" is that of a "mail shop" pre-sorting milil on behalf of the originator of the
mail. (However, as part of facility management, postal administrCltions will also offer
special kinds of "mClil preparation" to the customer. a facility sometimes called m,lil-
room service
The collection function is vital to the m,=rall process, but its importance is often
under-stated. It accounts for about \()% of costs. These costs c(ln be seen as "lumpy
inputs , that is to sClY that each collection that is added or taken away has an effect on
costs. However, costs do not vary accordi'1g to the number of units (letters that are
actually. collected).
The collection function can al~;o be under-estimated in terms of its importance for
quCllity of service. Certain administr.ttions experience problems with the potential
irregularity of post boxes being "cleared" (that is. collected from). A problem here is
that quality of service figures often measure only from the time when the sorting
process starts in the sorting centre,
A letter that is delivered by the t;irget lbte (measured from ilher the arrival of the
letter .It the outward sortine. centre') would be considered a success even though it mav
have been delayed by a da):-if the box had not been deared. (The only soluti~n to thi:s
measurement problem is to have a system that measures "end-to-end"
OUTWARD SORTING
Outward sorting is the process that ensures that mail collected in a sorting office's
catchment areCi is despatched to the appropriate office either for delivery or for
further sorting Clnd then onward distribution to the delivery office.AlI/lCX  3:  Mail opemtiolls and networks page  283
THE BASIC PROCESSES
The treatment in the sorting centre consists of the following set of operations:
Segregating Dividing items between letters and packets. They are
also streamed (if streams are applied) - for instance
into letters and printed papers. urgent and non-urgent;
first and second class; machinable and non-
machinable, or with  postcode and without a
postcode.
Facing Ensuring that all letters are presented in the same way
(with the stamp in the top right hand corner).
Callcelling Covering the stamp with a post office mark indicating
the date and often the time. (For mail with customers
frankings, either "meter" mail or "pre-paid" mail. this
operation consists of checking that all items are
correctly marked.
Sorting- Items are divided into groups according to the final
delivery offices. The process is undertaken m;lnually
or by machine - see below. There are operation;I!
differences depending on the size of the items to be
sorted (see Paragraph () \). In the case of destinations
which attract little mail from the particular outward
sorting centre, the mail may be sent to an inter"
mediCite office which consolidates mail for the smaller
destinations in its region.
De.\lJClfcizing Items are then put into containers (usually bags. but
sometimes into trClYs) ready for conveyance.
MECHANISATION
Most of these processes can be cCirried out either manually or mechanically.
(This is less true of the materials handling processes needed to take the mail
from one process to another.) Technological changes to mechanised processing
have recently concentrated mostly on the sorting process. However, it should
be emphasised that a significant manual input is still needed even in processes
that are described CIS "automated"
Mechanised sorting entails mail being presented to coding operators. who use a
keyboard to enter the poslcode or destination address of the item. This
information is then converted ("translated") by computer into a technical code
(which is in binary form) to be printed (in bars or dots) on letters. which can
then be sorted automatically by machines which can "read" the binary code.
(The subject of coding systems used by postal operators is discussed in more
detail at Annex (0.
Advances in Optical Character Reader (OCR) technolo!:,'"y now make it
technicalJy feasible to have the address scanned by an electronic "eye , and to
send the information to be translated into a binary code. which was formally
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Different packet-sorting machines have been trialled at intervals. Some packet
sorters use the "tilted-band" techniques, where packets are fed along a band Clt
Cln angle. The packets are sorted by a flap opening below the band. at a point
determined by the code input by the operCitof. Other machines use trays that
tilt up at the correct point. Administrations have generCilly found such
machines less easy to justify financially than the technology for sorting letters.
In both cases, this financial viability is measured by comparison with manual
productivity.
I n order to help make the mechanisation more financially feasible,
administrations have tended to "concentrate" into large mechClnised centres the
mClil which would formerly have been handled in several manual centres. (As 
very approximate guide, a volume of more than 10 million items per yeCir is
sometimes considered CIS the threshold figure required for a modern
mechanised letter sorting centre. There could be dangers from over-
concentration which could already affect quality .of service. However, the cost
of mechanisation for smaller centres is decreasing, and there may now be a
period of "de-concentration
Of the different parts ()f the mail process, outward sorting is the operCition with
the greatest element of variable costs (the next being inward sorting).
Conventionallv, sorting offices have regular staffing set at a level slidlllv below
that required "for ham !ling the volul1le to be proc~ssed. Surges of ~ol~l1le are
then hallllled by injecting overtime. It therefore needs cardul calcuhilion to
arrive atthe most cost-effective mix of regular lime and overtime.
Introduction of mechanisCition has increased the proportion of fixed costs. The
on-costs of the machines (engineering costs, electricity. etc. ) are largely fixed
although the staff time of the postal operators using the machines still has 
high variable element, as with manual sorting. Optical Character Reader
machines again h,.Ive increased the fixed costs, by replacing more of the manual
element by mechanical process. .
TRANSPORT
Mail is transported by road, rail, air and sea. With increases in volume and (in some
cases) increases in the real costs of using contractual transport systems, post offites
have invested heavily in their own transport systems (primarily rail and road). These
Clre "lumpy inputs" which together make a mostly fixed cost network.
Where transport is contracted out, charges tend to be entirely variable, or a fixed price
with a lighter charge per unit (or per weight).
In terms of the overall Clnalysis. the transport studied here is that between offices. and
does not include the transport involved in the collection and delivery processes. In
absolute money terms, the costs are very large. However. relative to the overall costs.
they are less significant.
INWARD SORTING
The transport process brings the mail as far as the inward sorting office. This office
will have its own "dependent" delivery offices to which some of the mail may be sorted
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office). Both the main office and the delivery offices will have their own delivery
rounds (known as "wCllks ) operating from them. The second inward sorting process is
sorting between the different delivery rounds. If the inward sorting office is
mechanised (and if the post code system is sufficiently "deep ). this walk-sorting
process could be carried out mechanically.
Sorting offices have both outward and inwCln.1 sorting functions. The description
above assumes that the inward mail received was despatched from another sorting
office. For local mail (mail for delivery in the same Clreain which it Was collected),
quite possibly the same office will perform both outward and inward functions
(without, of course, a transport process between).
DELIVERY
The walk-sorting process thus brings the mail to the postman who will actually deliver
the mail. The postman responsible for the delivery round then prepares the mail
according to the order in which he will carry out the round. The postman then
actually deliveries the mail.
For significant movements in mail. it may be possible to modify the staffing levels.
However, mostlv. the staffin!! will not chan!!e accordin!! to volume. As an indicalion of
this. postmen \\ould normaTIy he expectetT to deliver to a cerLlin number of houses
throughout the year, and to cope with the peaks and trpughs pI the \olumt:" that would
occur durin!! tbe year. (It is assumed here that there is a minimum service
requirement~ - that- is, that a delivery should he made tuany dt'ii\ery point each
working day when there is mail for that address.
Deliveries are normallv intended to be made on a once-a-dav basis. In business
districts or other area~ where the volume of corresppndenc~ is especially greClt
however, deliveries are made two or even three times a day. However, as with
collections, compClnies may have .irregular requirements and may ask for "ad hoc
deliveries.
CROSS-BORDER LETTER MAIL
When letter mail is sent from one postal administration ili another through the
international letter mail system, the mail is said to he "exchanged" , There are
specialised centres that dispatch mail on behalf of one administr,lIil)f~ and receive it on
behalf of another. These centres are called "oHices pf exchange Postal
administrations mav have "outward" offices of exch,lnge and "inwar~\" oHices of
exchange (which m~y he in different cities). The !ocatiZ)n of pffices also may vary
depending on whether the mail is being sent by air or surLlce means,
There are relatively few such offices. For example. the German postal administration
has eight offices of exchange as against fifty major sorting centres. The intention is
that there should be gre,lIercontrol. particularly for dispatching to air-lines and for
customs clearance. As well as giving some cost economies. there are also returns to
scale in terms of the specialist k~owl~dge needed.
Each office of exchCln!!e has a "catchment" area. Cross-border mail is collected.
separated out (by sorti;g) in the sorting centre and then dispatched to the outward
office of exchange. There, the full sortation is carried out, and the mail is then
dispatched by the chosen means of transport. For the inward process, the mail ispage  286 AllnCX  3:  Mail opcraticms and nclH'olks
cleared through customs and then dispatched by the inward office of exchange to the
appropriate local sorting centres for Clny necessary sorting before sending on to the
delivery offices.
The danger of having apparently so few offices of exchange is that they could act .IS
bottle necks, particularly during peaks of traffic. Some limited action has been taken
to alleviate this potential problem. For example. when Italy first invested in
mechanisation Clt one of itsinwarcl offices of exchange, it wanted all inward cross-
border mail due for delivery in Italy to pass through this centre. Following the
resulting decline in quality. other postal Cldministrations asked for an increase in the
number of inward offices. The number WClS increased to four, and now to seven. For
both inward and outward operations. the size of the catchment area for offices of
exchange is very important for service.
CAUSES OF DIFFERENCES IN COSTS
There are four main causes of cost variations between the different letter items sent:
the speed required, size and di'stance.
CONCENTRATION OF MAIL USERS
For the letter service, the different levels of concentration of mail USers affect
the unit costs of the two phases of the m,lil proces:-, that connects the pub!k with
the letter operation - that is. collections and deliveri..:s
Town centre posting boxes tend to be relatively close to one another and
relatively heavily used. By comparison. in less urban/mnre rural areas, they are
spread further apart. and the level of usage is relatively light (so that the
number of items per box collected is much less than is the case for collections in
more urban areas).
For deliveries, the key cost criterion is the distance between each delivery point.
Clearly, there will be more points accessed in a delivery round in a town centre
and less in rural areas.
This discussion tends to contrast the two extremes of toWn centres and rural
areCls: in reality, there is a continuum between the two. However. this contrast
helps to give an impression of the different cost effects on collections and
deliveries, both of which tend to be fixed cost operations. The number of units
put through each of the operations will therefore affect the unit costs.
SPEED REQUIRED
Most administrations offer a letters/printed papers tiering classification.
However, they still operate a system of selling priorities for handling the traffic.
Priorities are more obviouslv set bv those administrations which cIassifv their
tiers on the basis of the speed requi~ed. (Within each of these categories~ speed
is a relative concept. Postal administrations achieve different performances in
terms of speed, and it is therefore possible that the speed r..:quired will have
different cost implications for different administrations.
Since most priority mail is collected late in the afternoon and is expected for
delivery in the mid-morning, it follows that all the operations necessary for such
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orin the early morning. In all Memher States, extra shift allowances are paid
for working at night (and productivity is usually less). If there are traffic peaks
it may be possible that the capacity of any mechanisation equipment available is
exceeded; the unplanned use of manual sorting as a support can be expensive.
Non-priority mail can he held over and handled in the outward office the day
after collection at a time when spare capacity is available. To a certain extent
the other offices involved in the process can also .use such mail as "in-fill" when
their capacity allows - that is, when there is staff or machinery available and
there is no priority mail to be handled.
9.3 SIZE
Operationally. letters are regarded as being in three different sizes: short
letters, large letters and large "flats /packets. Large "flats" are envelopes
containing an unfolded document (or publication) of at least A4 size. A long
letter is an envelope which could contain a document up to the A4 size, but
folded into three. A short letter is an envelope containing up to an 
document, but folded into half clnd then half ag;lin. (Naturally. market demands
will affect envelope sizes used: presently, there are increasing volumes of the C5
size (approximately half the size of A4.
The differences in sizes affects the sorting costs ;Ind. much less significantly. the
cost of the delivery ph;!se. Letlers. whether short or long. can be sorted on
automatic sorting machinery: tbts and packets. if sorred mechanically, need
separate automatic sorting. m;lchinery. If the items ;!re sorted manuCilly, the
items are handled ili ditTerent fillings. the ergonomics of which affect sorting
speeds, typical standards ranging from 1200 short letters sorted per hour to 450
flats" or packets sorted per hour.
Short letters more or less correspond to items up to 20 g. Long letters could
weigh up to 80/90 g. and packets more. Flats are unusllal. in that they can v,lry
across several weight bands.
It will therefore be remarked that taritT structures based on weight. while
perhaps being more convenient and understandable, are not directly related to
these cost differences.
9.4 DISTANCE
As will have been seen in Table I above. transport costs are a small proportion
of total costs. For light-weight items they are an even smaller proportion. At
first sight. therefore. ' dist;!nce does not seem to be an important cause of
variability of costs.
However. distance can cause additional complexity in rmneing. For letters.
approximately  22r~;'  of the volume is for local delivery. perhaps .15% for delivery
to ?ldjoining areas. ;!nd the remainder to distant ,Ireas. It therefore follows that
the further away the destination of a particular item. the smaller the volume
that is likely to be sent with it to the Scime destination. (Of course, this will vary
from country to country; where countries - such as Canada - have the
population concentrated in relatively few urban areas far from each other - the
assumption made here may be less valid.page  288 Allllex  3:  Mail operatiolls alld lletwO1*s
The smaller the volumes going from one office to a particular destination. the
greater the economic case for consolidating this volume with other volume at an
intermediate office. For such mail. it is not just the sorting that would be
double-handled. but also all the materials handling. including dispatching and
receiving. It should be mentioned also that basic sorting processes are often
required to be repeated for mail going to destinations with small volumes.
10. OTHER MAIL SERVICES
Parcels and express operations also comprise the same five phase of collection.
outward sorting, transport, inward sorting and delivery. Although the cost-breakdown
is similar, some possible differences should be noted.
10. PARCELS
Because of the greater average weight of items. parcel transport costs as a
proportion of the totCiI are likely to be higher. As with letter operations. parcels
(and. indeed, express) operations range from the manual to the automated.
The automated sorting technology is s.imitar for both (and similar to the packet-
sorting machinery mentioned at Paragraph 4.2 above).
10. EXPRESS
For express services, delivery costs are likely to be less than the percentage for
letters. and collection costs proportionally more (because of the smaller
volumes per collection. and the greater concentrCltion of the likely delivery
points ).
Increasingly, express operators, and also some parcel operators, are using
tracking and tracking systems . These keep Cln electronic record of each item
from the time of receipt by the .operator up to the delivery of the item to the
addressee. Such systems are based on bar-code labels attached to the individual
items. These labels can also be used in the sorting process.
For cross-border shipments, great emphasis is placed on the need for fast
customs clearance. This would anyway be important for goods-beClring express
packages or parcels (which are dutiable). It is also a source of potential
competitive advantage, particularly for express documents (even though these
are non-dutiable).
11. NETWORKS
The transport of a large number of items, including the delivery of each to a final
destination, necessitates the use of networks. There are essentially two sorts of
networks that are to be found in the postal sector. The first is called the hub-Clnd-
spoke system, and the second is sometimes called a "spider s-web" network. The two
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Figure J Huh-and-spoke and Spider:, web networks
Hub~and-Spoke Spider s Web
In these ex;lmples. there ;Ire six points that need to be connected In the hub-and-
spoke system. items frpll1 e;tch of the points are transported into the centr;d hub
where they ;Ire surted 1)\ destination. and then fed hack along the spokes to the end
points
in the spidn \h'h nct\\ul k. there is no central huh, R;lther. each puint sends items
directly to each (\ther point. ;Ind receives items b;lck tor delivery
It should be nuted th;lt. it t!wse networks represent ;1 sutlicit lHly large Mt ;1 (such as 
countrv or a group o! countries), e;lch point on the exterior of the networks shown wili
he the central point uf the ;tre;1 it serves with its own suhsidiary points: it will normally
be connected to these subsidiary points by a hub-and-spoke system
Some more detailed points need to he added to complete the description of networks
I I.I APPLICATION OF NET\VORKS
There are ditlerent criteria used for choosing between the two styles u1
networks. The ;Idvantage of the huh-and-spoke system is that it should make
more efficient the use of transport capacity- It also permits returns to scale of
the expertise of the staff of the hub - particularly important. if connecting into
cross-border distribution
Against that, there is the lbnger that two points that are close to each other
may be connected only hy two long journeys to ;Ind from the huh There is
therefore the possibility that speed of transit could sutlerpage 290 A/lIICX  3:  lv/ail opcal/io/ls a/ld /l~I"'orks
The choice is dictated by service tCirgets, operational ckadlines to meet. the
efficiency of the transport system used and volumes. The sorting capacity of the
hub is, of course. crucial - especially if the time potential is limited. (Indeed, if
it is mechanised, the volumes gClined through concentrCltion may he needed to
give an Cldequate return on the capital invested in the machinery.
Most express operators operate huh-and-spoke systems. They can achieve the
service targets that they set themselves. and also find that the concentration
using fewer routes is more cost-effective. However, the operators with larger
volumes are nowstarting to experiment with some direct routing where volumes
permit (for instanc~, to take a cross-horder example. Lisbon-Madrid instead of
Lisbon-German hub-Madrid). .
For letter operations, postal operations tend to use spider s-web type netv.'orks.
Their f.lr greater volumes tend to necessitate much later deadlines. Such
deadlines make impossible the use of essential hub: only direct transpllrt links
make possible the achievement of service targets. In addition, the volumes of
the letter operations'between th edifferent points enable these direct links to 
cost effect ive.
Different parcel operators use one or other system. The lower volumes (by
comparison to letter operations) enable hub-and-spoke systems to operate
effectively. Perhaps more common is a spider's-\veb network connecting
region;d humps, but each regional hub being the centre for the whole of its
territory on a hub-Clnd-spoke system.
11.2 INTER-ACTION
Itis important to note that the use to which networks are pUt demands different
levels of inter-action. Each point on a spider's-web network must know the
routing for all the possible destination points; if any point changes, all the other
points need to adjust their operation. In CI hub-and-spoke system. it 
essentially the huh that makes the adjustments necessary.
An interesting contrast can be drawn with the network of post office counters
and other outlets for selling postal services. In that case. if an outlet opens or
closes, there will be an adjustment in customer demand between the options
available, However, the other outlets themselves do not need to adjust their
activities (with the exception of anticipating higher or lower demand in their
particular catchment area).
11.3 HIERARCHY
It should be noted that networks are often layered upon one another in a
hierCirchy . Thus, a letter addressed to a neighbouring town would probably be
routed through the local sorting office, A letter going to a distant village would
probably be ;outed via an inte;mediate office where it was "concentrated" with
other letters for villages in the same ,lrea.
If the same .letter was being sent to another country through the conventional
international mail system, it would pass through an "office of exchange" (a
speciCilised sorting office which handles out-goingClnd in-coming cross-border
mail).Annex  3:  M(JiI opcrations and I1ctworks page 291
Express and parcel operators tend to have similar hi.erarchies. In particulClr
cross-border items tend to pass through specialist centres, The advantages Hnd
disadvantages at the top of such hierarchies are similar to those of hub-and-
spoke systems generally.
There are returns to scale on expertise and on any specialised equipment
installed at the centre through which the mail is channelled, and there may be
better use of transport capacity.
Against that, the journeys feeding into and out of such centres may cCiuse the
mail to be sent along very indirect routeings. Further, the fewer the number of
such centres for the higher levels of the hierarchy, the greater the danger of
bottle-necks. even though the higher levels tend to handle much less trClffic than
the lower levels of the hierarchy. 
particular exi:\mple of an expertise which operators (both postal
administrations and private operators) tend to concentrate is that of customs
clearance. If this is undertaken effectively, it can give an operator a competitive
advantage; if not, the loss of quality of service can be substantial.Allllex  4:  SWill/WI)' of legal -,ilLlatioll ill Mem/lel' StaiCS page  293
ANNEX 4: SUMMARY OF LEGAL SITUATION
IN MEMBER STATES
INTRODUCTION
This annex gives CI short description of the legal situation in each of the Member
StCites. In particulClr, it describes the leg;il st"tus of the postal allministr:ltion. as \\dl
as those items that are reserved to it. It Cllso stCites the position 01 th~ regulatory
bodies (where they exist). It is intended that the annex reflects the current situation
(in Spring 1991).
The items that are reserved to the postal administration are also o.;u!1lmMised in the
table at Paragraph :1.
LEGAL SITUATION IN EACH MEi\1BER STATE
2.1 BELGIUM
The Belgian Post Of lice (de Post/la Poste) is now a public l ntl rprise. \\ith lull
administrative amllinancial autonomy. (However. there :Irl' l rt:lin "missions
imposed on it by the government, lor which the government compensates the
Post Office.) The General Manager is responsible for the global management
of the post. The postal monopoly covers letter, postcard :lIld printed paper mail
up to 2. kg. Justification for the monopoly is implied in the Belgi:1I) legislation
by the universal postal service being rendered in the public inlc'rest
DENMARK
The regulatory body is the General Dirt.'Ctoratt ul Post :1I)t!
Telecommunications. The public operator, the Danish Post Onice (Post
Tjenesten), forms part of the state administration. Ht)l)it \L'i. it Lnjoys rel:tti\t
autonomy in administrative and financial matterS. The DireCl(lr General ILlS
overall responsibility for the management and oper:ltion ul the Pust Onict.'
The postal monopoly covers letter and card mail up to I k~. and i~ justilit,t! 011
the basis 01 the universalservict' obligation 01 the post Tht' nt \\ postal 1:1\\ is
being examined by the Ctll11mission 01 the Europe:lI) ('t1l11111l1l1illl . in p:lrtll uLJI
concerning the re~lI!:ttory positiol1 01 cross-border kilL'! m, liI
GERMANY
The German Post Office (Deutsche Bundespost Postdiel1st) i" P:lr! of the state
administration organised in a 'regie' with a separate budget The top unicial
responsible for the overall management of the postal services is the Director
General. The Ministry for Post and Telecommunications holds the regul:ttory
responsibility covering the postal services and the associated operating divisions
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In Germany. letters. postcards and printed matters fall under the monopoly, as
well as parcels and packt!ts contah1in.g 'it personal message. The weight limit is
currently 1 kg, but is likely shortly to be lowered to 500 g: this works in
conjunction with a price limit set at ten times the basic lettectariffCthat is. at
DM 10 for items up to 20 g). The Bundespost refers to the universal service
requirement as the justification for the monopoly.
2.4 GREECE
The regulatory body for postal affairs is the Ministry of Transport Clnd
Telecommunications. As (I civil service department. the Greek Post Office
(Hellenic Post) is set .up as a public enterprise headed by a Director General
who reports to the Minister of TrClnsport and Telecommunications. Although
post and telecommunications for the most part function separately. the public
tele~ommunicationsoperator, OTE subsidises the deficit incurred by the postal
serVices,
Letkrs, postcards and printed papers up to 2 kg fall under the postal monopoly
\vhi~h is justified in the legislation on the gmunds of the post being a public-
serVice,
2.5 SPAIN
The regulatory body is the Ministry of Trilnsport. Tourism and
Communications. The public operator is the Spanish Post Office (Correos)
which forms part of the same ministry. It is a state administration. and does not
haveJinill1ciai auwnol11~ . It is headed by a Director General.
The postal monopoly includes letters ,Inti postcards up to 2 kg. if the items are
for inter-urban delivery. (Intra-urban items are non-reserved.
justification is provided for the monopoly. Caja Pustal (the postal financial
bank jis a separate entity.
FRANCE
The French Post Office(la Poste) is one of the operational divisions of the
Ministry of Posts, Telecommunications and Space. the other operational
division being France Telecom. The Direction de la Reglementation Ge,nerale
the regulatory division of the Ministry. is the regulatory hody responsible for all
postal services in France. whether provided by public or private operators.
Although within the structure of the Ministry. the French Post Office is a public
autonomous establishment (etablissel11ent autonome de droit public). having a
separate budget and headed by a director general. Services falling under the
postal monopoly incl.ude letters, postcards and packets up to 2 kg. French
legislation does not provide a justification for tht:! mlH1opoly. Over and above
the monopoly. the postal administration has a universal service obligation for
items up to 7 kg.Anllex  4:  S1lI1IIIW/Y of legal situation ill  Member Sill/e. page  295
IRELAND
The Irish Post Office (An Post) is a limited corporati()I1 with all shares owned
by the government. The Chief Executive Officer has respons'ihility for the
global management and operation of the postal services. The postal
department of the Ministry of Justice and Comrnunicationsis the regulatory
body supervising the quality and reliability of the postal services.
The postal monopoly covers letters. postcards. packets. printed papers and
express items up to 2 kg plus parcels which cont:lin ;1 persunal message. The
monopoly is justified as "lIowing the cross-subsidisatiol1 !letessary for providing
a national postal service.
ITALy.
As part of the state Cldministration. the Italian POSl Office (part of PIT Italia) is
"dministered as a civil service department without administrative or. financial
autonomy. The top official responsible for the posLd services is the director
gener,,1.
The postal monopoly covers letters and postcards up to 2 kg, While collection
and delivery of parcels are not part of the postal administration s mon()p6Iy, the
transport of parcels between large towns remains P:lrt of it No justification is
provided for the monopoly.
LUXEMBOURG
The Luxembourg Post Office is part of the government "dministration and h"s
no administrative or financial autonomy. The Director General is responsible
for its overall management and the head of the poSLtI division is in charge of
the operCitional side of the postal services, Letter and pl1stcard mail (up to 2
kg) fall under the scope of the monopoly No justification is provided for the
monopoly.
NETHERLANDS
The Ministry of Transport is the regulatory hody which supervises the postal
sector in the Netherlands. Since J"nuary  i9Wi  the PTf. covering posts and
telecommunications. has been established as a limited corporation (NV). the
shares of which are owned  IOOC~  by the government. PIT Nederland has
different operating companies. PIT-Post being responsible for postal services.
The General Managing Director of PIT-Post therefore still reports to the
board of PIT Nederland.
The justification given for the monopoly, which under Dutch law i~; regClrded as
a "concession , is the need to safeguard the quality of postal services. The
monopoly includes letter and post card mail weighing up to :'iOO g and with a
postal service price of less than on B.20 (for domestic services). The European
Commission.. acting under Article 00.3 of the Treatv of Rome. has issued 
decision that the- scope and Clpplication of the' monopoly  limits were
incompatible with the ECs competition rules. This decision is presently heing
disputed before the Court in Luxembourg by both the Ministry of Transport
and PIT-Post.p4ge  296 Alllle.r  4:  511111111(//)' ,,(legal silL/m;(J/1  i/1  A1cII1bcr SJa/es
PORTUGAL
As a civil service department, lhe Portuguese ' Post Office (Correios) is
established as CI public enlerprise and in particular under the forn1 of a holding
company. It is headed by a general m"nager and its operational side is run by 
director general. The ICP - In:,;titute of Communications - is developing an
Clctive regulation role. The postal monopoly covers lellers. postcards Clnd
express items up to 2 kg. No justification is given for lhe monopoly.
UNITED KINGDOM
The regulatory hody for the United Kingdom's postal sector is the postal section
of the Department of Trade and I ndustry. There is also a "quasi-governmental"
body, the Post Office Users' National Council. which als() h~IS some supervisory
role to play - but only in krms of the services provided bv thl:' puhlic uperator
the British Post Office Proposals are presently heing studied to set up an
independent hody. the Office of Postal Services. which wnuld oversee the
quality of the uni\ersal service prO\'ided. as well as alh"ising tlw government on
the appropri~lt\..' scope nf the pust~tlmnnupoly
The Post Office is a statutory corporation. which is nrganised intO three main
businesses - Letters. Parcels. and Counters. (The banking di,isil1lJ - Girobank.
was established as a v"holly-owned subsidi;lry company in IlJ;-.;) ~llld priv~ltised in
July I ()90. havingh\..'en purch~lsed by a building society. ) The ("nunters Business
was established as a wholly owll\..'d subsidiary, Post 01lice. Counters Ltd: in
October 19K7, Royal Mail (Letters) ~lI1d Parcelforce are not separate leg~d
entities. but they have their own internal accounts and are organisalionally
distinct.
Royal Mail Letters h;\s a mollopoly over the carriage of letters when the service
costs f I or less. (A significant reduction of this limil is said to be being studied
by the government.) There are specific derogations concerning international
mail, the delivery of Christmas cards and document exchanges.
SUMMARY OF ITEMS UNDER MONOPOLY
Tahle I below summ;lrises the items under the monnpnly in e~lch i'v1emh\..'r St~\te, This
is the same table as shown in Ch~q)(c r .~ 01 the n1ain text: hnwt'\\..'r. here' all the
qualifying rem~lrks arc ~Idde'dAnllex  4:  5L1l1ll1lal)' of legal silL/alion in Mcnlbcr 5/(1/(':-'
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Member States ' reserved services  juridical position(l990)
OTHER SERVICES l;;o;J)ER ~'IO:O;OI'OL\'
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elllllt:J1IS ollhc pared \11' paekel . Ihi, mad dot:s nll( f:dl ul1dcr Iht: 111001JJpulv
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Note 9: Universal service \)bligation up 10 7 kg.
Note 10: C\)l1lel1ls: packcts and documents IWI exceeding I kg.
Note 11: While Italy has placed parcel services in the 11On-reservedarea. the tr:Jnspon of parcels between
large cities remains reserved
Note 12: There will atso be a price timil operating in combination with the weight timit of SnUg. (The price
limit presently proposed is Oil R.2U (ECU 3.60) for domestic services, but this is currel1lty being
reviewed by the court in Luxembourg), Postcards are not a reserved scrvicc.
Note 13: Price limit of (I (ECU IAS) is applicd (with no weight timit) Rcdu~tJ(lf1 to a limit of aholll (O.
(ECU n,4:-:) is being considered.
Source: European Research Associates studyAmlex  5:  Commullity texts 011 fXJ$tal sel1,ices pf,lge  299
ANNEX 5: COMMUNITY TEXTS ON POSTAL SERVICES
INTRODUCTION
This annex lists the references for documents or statements. issued officially by the
different Community institutions, that are directly related to the postal sector. It is
divided into:
legislation issued by the Council;
legislation and decisions issued by the Commission;
resolutions made and opinions given by the Parliament.
The list does not COVer documents and statements which, though relevant, are not
directly related to the postal sector. It also does not mention occasions when action
has been taken following co-operation between the Commission and individual
Memher States if this action did not result in a formCilly issued document or
statement. (For example. the list does not mention the instances where, acting on
advice from the Commission, the governments of Belgium, FrClnce, Germany and Italy
decided in turn to allow the free operation of expresS services.
LEGISLATION ISSUED In: THE COUNCIL
TYPE REF DATE
regulation 294/91/EEC 4/02/91
LEGISLATION ISSUED HY THE COMMISSION
TYPE REF DATE
regulation 222/77 D/12/76
(Title V)
recommendation 79/570/CEE 29/05/79
directive 79/W5/CEE 24/07 /79
regulation 1224/~O 28/05/80
DESCRIPTION
on the operation of air cargo
services between Member States
DESCRIPTION
on Community transit - Special
provisions applying to postal
consignments
on the application of inland
postal rCites to certain mail
between Member States
on the harmonisation of
procedures for the release of
goods for free circulation
on the valuation of goods for
customs purposespage 300
TYPE REF
regulation 3179/80
directive 81/177/CEE
DATE
5/12/80
24/02/81
regula t ion ()78/85 18/02/05
regula tion 1797/R() 9/06/H()
decisIon 1:\7 /415/CE~ 15/0(J/137
recommendation 88/Y)O/EEC
rl':gulation 4151/138
decision Cl()/ I(JjCEE
regula tion 12()4/C)()
decision 90/45(J/CEE
communication COM(90)447
24/ J I/HH
21/12/88
2()/12/R9
14/05/ClO
1/08/90
26/09/90
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DESCRIPTION
on postal charges to be taken into
consideration when determining
the customs value of goodssenrby
post"
on the harmonization of
procedures fm the export of
Community goods
simplifying formalities in trade in
goods within the Community
abolishing ct'i"tain postal fees tor
customs presenl;t t lun
\:onCtTning the conclusion" oj a
Convent ion het\\ een the
European Community. the
Republic of Austria. the Republic of Finland. the Republic of
Iceland. the Kingdom of Norwav
the Kingdom o( Swedcn and t
Swiss -Confederation on 
common transit procedure
concerning payment systems, and
in particular the relationship
between cardholder and card
issuer
laying down the provIsIOns
applicable to gouds brought into
the customs territorv of the
Communi!\'
conct::rning the pl\1\isiun in the
!\:etherlands uf express deli\ery
serviccs
amending Regulation (EEC) f\;o
:; 17() IX\) on posul charges to be
taken into consideration when
determining the customs value of
goods sent by post
concerning the provision in Spain
of international express courier
services
making payments in the internal
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TYPE
directive
(draft) .
directive
(draft)
directive
REF
COM(\J(J)314
COM(!)O),~ 17
C)O/504/CEE
DATE
14fO9f90
2OjO9/90
09/ !O/90
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DESCRIPTION
concerning the protecti-on of
individuals in relCition to the
processing of personal data
concerning certain aspects of the
organisation of working time
on the harmonization of
procedures for the release of
goods for free circulation
RESOLUTIONS AND OPINIONS OF THE PARLlA!\lENT
TYPE
resolution
resolut ion
resolution
resolution
resolution
resolution
resolution
resolution
resolution
resolution
REF
5::!-I!~~/PARI
C~()~il)7
%(1/:-)4
15,"\-1/:-)5
1(155f~5
() 1 /lI.fJ
7Ii~(1
K-,/K()
1 () 1 
/~()
207/'.M1
DATE
jt)  /7f'tQ
1-1/ 1()/~2
DESCRIPTION
T:uropean postage stamp
Oil ;1 Europe;tn postage stamp
011 legal provISions for
Community standards for letter
boxes
on Eurorail express items
on a common market for postal
charges
on the introduction of a uniform
postage rate within the EEC for
periodicals and printed pClpers.
Committee asked for its opinion:
youth, culture education,
information and sport
on the creation of
EUropc;111 postage area
true
011 the rise of postal charges in
Belgium and its adverse etlects in
the cultUral sphere
on postal arrangements for
printed matter in the European
Community
on Belgian postal charges and
their threat to the EuropeCin
cultural areapage 302
TYPE
resolution
resolution
opinion
opinion
resolution
resolution
REF
1362/86
J)A TE
638/87
PE I 18.l94/fin 4/2/87
PE 119,O5O
354/88
259/88
IG/12/87
II/ll/BB
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DESCRIPTION
on printing the words 'EuropeCin
Community' on alJ Member
States' postage stamps and the need to expedite the standardisation and
uniformiz.tlion of postal services
and charges in the Community
on the issuing of stamps in ECU"
postage rates for periodicals
on the compatibility with
Community law of the State
monopolies in the postal and
telecommunications sector
on the issue of a postage st,imp
of uniform value in the EC" on posts
telecom m II n ica t ions
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ANNEX 6: UPU CONVENTION - KEY ARTICLES
INTRODUCTION
The titles of (11\ the key articles that are relevant to the discussion in the main text are
as shown in Table I. (Throughout. the article numbering system of Convention signed
at the 19R!) Washington Congress is used.
Table I: Key 1l11icles of UPU Conventio/l
U PU Article NO Description of Omtents
Freedom of transit.
Definition of letter post items.
General conditions concerning, postal chClrges
and weight limits.
Posting abroad of letter,post items.
7."1.,, Terminal dues
The full text 01 these articles (as in the 191'\9 UPU Convention) is shown ,It Paragraph
2 below
Because 01 the central importance of Article 25 (previously Article 23) to the debClte
concerning the compatibility of the Convention with the Treaty of Rome. the
evolution and implications of this article are discussed in Paragraph 3.
TEXT OF RELEVANT ARTICLES
ARTICLE 1: FREEI)OM OF TRANSIT
Freedom of transit, the principle of which is set forth in Article I of the
Constitution, shall carry with it the obligation for eCich postal
administration to forward always by the quickest routes which it uses
for its own items, closed mail and  a decouvert  letter' post items which
are passed to it by another Cldministration. This obligation shall also
apply to airmail correspondence. whether or not the intermediate
postal administrations take part in reforwarding it.page 304 Allltex  6:  UPU CO/wCIlI/OII  kcy Q/1idcs
Memher countries which do not participate in the exchange of letters
containing perish.lblebiological substances or radioactive ' substances
shall have the option of not admitting these items in transit  t'1 decouvert
through their territory. The same .shall apply to the items referred to
in Article 41, Paragraph 9.
Memher countries not providing the insured letters service or not
accepting liahility for insured letters carried by their sea or air services
shall nonetheless be bound to forward, by the quickest route, closed
mails passed to them by other administrations. but their liability shall
be limited to that laid down for registered items.
Freedom of transit for postal parcels to he forwarded hy land and sea
routes shall he limited to the territory of the countries t;lking part in
this service.
Freedom of transit for air parcels shall he guaranteed throughout the
territory of the Union. Nevertheless. member countries \\hid) are not
pClrties to the Postal Parcels Agreement sh;tli no! be required to
forward air parcels by surface.
(1. Member countries which are parties to the Postal P;trceh Agreement
but which do not provide ;111 insured parcels service or \\ hic h do not
accept liability for insured items carrie.dhy their se;\ l1r ;Ii, sel"\'io..'s
shall nonetheless be hound to forward. by the qll ickest route. dosed
mails passed to them hy other administrations. but their liability shall
he limited to th;it laid down for uninsured p;trcels of the s;tlne weight.
ARTICLE 19: LETTER-POST ITEMS
Letter-post items shall consist of:
a) letters and postcards, together called "LC": '
b) printed papers. literature for the blind and small packets. together
called "AO"
Special hClgs containing newspapers. periodicds. books ;Ind l1ther
printed papers for the same addressee at the same ;Iddress sh;tli he
caJled "M bags
:; .
Letter-post items conveyed by air with priority sh;dl he called ";tirmail
correspondence
Surface items conveyed by air with reduced prlorlt\ shall he called
SAL" (Surface Air Lift).11l1lCX  6:  UPU C"""emioll  key anicli'S page -'05
Based upon the speed of their treatment. letter-post items may he
divided into:
a) priority items. i.e. items conveved by the quickest route (air or
surface) with priority;
b) non-priority items. it::'. items !or which the sender has chosen a
lower rate, implying a longer delivery time
Administrations of transit and destination shall treat priority items as
airmail correspondence: on the basis of bilater;d rules. administrations
may also give the S,lme trt=;\tment to surt";lce LC items when no better
service is offered to the sender Similarlv. no distinction shall be made
between non-priority items ;lIld surLtc~ AO items. or surface AO
conveyed by air with reduced priority (SAL)
ARTICLE  2(); POSTAGE CHARGES AND LIMITS  Of WEICHT  AND SIZE.
GENERAL CONDITIONS
The postage charge for the cunveyance of kttt post items throughuut
the entire extent of the Union shall be fixed for guideline purposes in
accordance with columns I. 2 and ~ of the table 1 below, The limits of
weight and size sh;dlbe fixed in ;tCcorllance with columns 4 and :1 o!
the table below.  (This whle i.\ reproducer!  iI(  lilt, end of (11i.\ (/Ill/ex.
Except in the case provided for in i\rtit'\e 2; . Paragr;lph (J. they shall
cover delive~y of the items to the placL' 01 ;tddrc ss provided that this
delivery service is uper;llt.'d in tl)(' countn ot destination lor the items
in question
The Executive Council sh;dl be authurized tu J e\.ise ;lIld lU ;Imend the
basic charges in column;) once between two Congresses. The revised
charges sh:dl be based on the medi;ln v;due \1! the- ch;rrges fixed by the
members of the Union fur intt.'rnation;tI itcms from their countries
Tht::'Y shall come into force on a elatt:' fixed by the Executive Council
Member countries may. exception;dly. modify the weight-step structure
shown in Paragraph I. subject to tht' following conditions:
a) for any category. the minimum \\eight step sh;tli he that shown in
Paragraph I;
b) for any category. the last weight step sh;dl not exceed the maximum
weight shown in Paragraph I.
Memher countries which have ;Iholished postcards. printed papers
and/or small packets as separate catt'gories utletter-post item in theil
internal service may do the same in respect \11 m;til for ;lhr(1adpage 306
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Each administration may admit aerogrammes, which are airmail letters
consisting of a sheet of paper suitably folded and gummed on all sides.
However, notwithstanding Paragraph I, the dimensions in that form
shall not exceed 110 x 220 mm and the length shall be at least equal to
the width multiplied by the square root of 2 (approximate value: 1.4).
Notwithstanding Paragraphs I and 3 (a), postal administrations may
apply a first weight step of 50 g to printed papers.
The charges adopted within the limits laid down in Paragraph I shall as
far as possible bear the same relation to one .mother as the basic
charges. Exceptionally, and within the limits prescribed in Paragraph
I. each postal administration shall he free to apply to the charges for
postcards, printed papers or small packets a rate of increase or
reduction different from that which it applies to the charges for letters.
Each postal administration may allow, for newspapers and periodicals
published in its country, a reduction of not more than 50 percent of the
tariff applicable to the letter-post category used for the item, while
reserving the right to restrict this reduction to newspapers and
periodicals which fulfil the conditions required by internal regulations
for transmission ,It the tariff for newspapers. This reduction shall not
extend to commercial printed papers such as catalogues, prospectuses
price lists, etc, no matter hO\y regularly they a re issued; the same shall
apply to advertisements printed on sheets annexed to newspapers and
periodicals, unless they consist of detached advertising inserts to be
considered as integral parts of the newspaper or periodical.
Administrations mav likewise concede the same reduction for books
and pamphlets, for ;nusic scores and for maps. provided they contain
no publicity matter or advertisement other than that appearing on the
cover or the fly leaves.
10. Newspapers, periodic,tls, books and other printed papers for the same
addressee a t the sa me address may be inserted in one or more special
bags (M bags), The charge applicable to such bags shall be calcul,lted
by weight steps ul I kg up to the ltHal weight of each bag.
Administrations may allow a reduction for such bags of up to 20
percent of the charge payable for the category of item used. This
reduction may be independent of the reduction provided for in
Paragraphs 8 and 9, M bags shall not be subject to the limits of weight
laid down in Paragraph I. However, they shall not exceed the
maximum weight of 30 kg per bag.
II. The administration of origin may, within the limits laid down in
Paragraph 1, apply to non"standarclized items charges different from
those applicable to standardized items.AIIIICX  6:  Ul'U COIII'clI/ioll  key w1icle.
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12. The combining in one item of articles on which different charges are
payable shall be authorized on condition that the total weight does not
exceed the m,lximum weight of the Gltegory whose weight limit is the
highest, The charge applicable on such an item shall, at the option of
the originating administration, be that .of the category with the highest
rate or the sum of the separate charges Clpplicable to each ClrticIe in the
item. Such items shall bear the endorsement  Envois mixtes
Combination mailing
13. The letter-post items sent on postal service as mentioned in Article 
shall not be subject to the limits of weight and size laid down in
Paragraph 1. However, they shall not exceed the maximum weight of
30 kg per bag.
14. Administrations may apply to letter-post items posted in their
countries the maximum limit of weight bid down for articles of the
same kind in their internal service pruvided that such items do not
exceed the limit of weight mentioned in Paragraph I.
Postal administrations may allO\\ reduced charges based on their
internal legislation for letter-postitt'ms posted in their  country. They
may. for instance. give preferenti;d r;ltes to major users of the Post.
Such preferential rates may not. however. be lower than those applied
in the internal service to items presenting the some characteristics
(category, quantity. handling time. etc)
ARTICLE 25: POSTiNG A~ROAD OF LETTER-MAIL ITEMS
A member countrv shall not be hound to forward or deliver to the
addressee letter- ;st items which senders resident in its territory post
or cause to be posted in a foreign country with the object of profiting
by the lower charges in force there. The same shall apply to such items
posted in larges quantities. whether or not such postings are made with
a view to henefiting from lower charges,
Paragraph I shall be applied without distinction both to
correspondence made up in the country where the sender resides Hnd
then carried across the frontier and In cmrespondence made up in a
foreign country.
The administration concerned m,IY either return its items to origin or
charge postage on the items at its intern;d rates. If the sender refuses
to pay the post,lge. the items m,I1' b", disposed of in accordance with
the internal legislation of the administLilion concerned,
A member country shall not be bound to accept, forward or deliver to
the addressees letter-post items which senders post or cause to be
posted in large quantities in a country other than the country where
they reside. The administration concerned may send back such items
to origin or return them to the senders without repaying the prepaid
charge.1I8 1J1IJex 
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7 - ;:1 ARTICLE 73: TERMINAL DUES
Subject to Article 7':'. each administration which. In its exchanges hy air
and surface means with another administration. receives a larger
quantity of kut r-m~lil items than it send shall have the right to coll'(;ct
from the dispatching administration. as compensation. a payment for
the costs it incurs for the e'\cess international mail received
The payment provided for in Paragraph I shall he fixt:d as follows:
(a) When two ~Idministratiuns exchange with each other, hv air and
surface (SAL included), a t(1t~II weight of LC/ AO maille~s than or
equal to 150 tonnes a year in each direction. the rate applied per kg
shall he ;,!J..jO SDR for  LC/AO  items (uniform rate). excluding the
printed papers sent hy spt~cial bags (M hags) referred to in Article
20. Paragraph I ()
(h) When two administrations exchange with each ()ther. by air and
surface (SAL included). a total weight of LC/AO mail gr~ater than
150 tonnesa year in each direction, the rate applied per kg shall he
'i. I 15 SDR for  IC  items and 2.05~ SDR for AO items (separate
r~lte for e~ILhc;ltcgory). excluding the printed p;lpers sent by special
bags (M hags) rd\: ITt'd to in Article 20. Paragraph 
(c) When the thies/mid of 1)0 tonnes is e'\ceeded in a single direction.
the ~ldministr~ltion (('cdving this tr~dlic in excess of 1':'0 tonnes may
choose. f\1l: the ~Iccounting ~)f tl1t' termin,II dues relating to the ma
rt::cei\'t.'d. ont' of the two payment systems described in Sub-
par~lgraphs ;1) ;!nd h) ~Iho\'e, In the  ~Ibsence of bilateral ;Igreement.
the mail sent by the ~Idministr;\tion dispatching less th,ln 150 IOnnes
,I year sh~III in ;111 cast::s be bwught to ~Iccount in ;\ccordance with
the singk ratt' 1~lid down in Sub-paragraph a).
(d) For printnl p,q1t.'rs sent in M- bags. tht" rate to be applied shall he
OJ)5-, SDI~s pt r kg. irrespective of the annual weight of mail
exchangt~d Iwt\\t~l n two administrations,
When. in a gi\t lel,lti(1n. dn administration which is paid 
accordance \\ith the differentiated LC ;lI1d AO ratIOs of termin,II dues
indicated in par;lgraph :2 estahlishes that the ~Iyerage number of items
(LC and/or AO) contained in one kilogram of mail received is higher
than the world average which is -IX LC items and 5JJ AO items. it may
have the corresponJing rates revised if compared with this wor/(!
average'
the nllmbel oj !.C ilt'ms is more th~ln 15 percent higher (i.e more
than 55 items) ~Indi()('
the IHlmhl~r uf .\0 items is m(1re th;JIl 
:::':'C;  (ie. mure .than 7 items)
In this else. the telmin;d dues ;IIl1OUnl p;IY;lble by the dd)tor
ddministration sh;III be equal t(1 the ditkrence between the sums owed
hy e;lch administration for its total mail flow ;IIter application of the1'(lg,
Anllex  6:  UI'U COIII"'lIlioll  key tl/1icle,
ARTICLE 25
appropriak rates, The revision shall be c;trried out on the term:-.
specified in t\rticle IK7 01 the Ddailed Regulatiuns (see footnote
Any administration may waive wholly or in part till pol\ ment provided
for in Paragraph I.
The administratiuns concerned may. b~ bibt~ral OJ" multilatnal
agreement. ~lpply other payment systems for the st'ulement of terminal
dues accounl:-.
ARTICLE 74: TER:\II'\:\L Dn:S FOR PRIORITY, '\O:\- PRIORITY ITE,\IS
AND ('O:\IBI:o,,;1-:1) ITF\IS
\Vllen .1 UlltldlllJ !.Ik 1"1 Le, ..\U IlUII" I" u"nl unlkl tile pi u\ l.'IUI1:-' lit
Artidc' 7~ 1) II.I~I;lpll::', , I) ,lllll, , 111:11 l:tl,' :-.h:lll :dsu ~tpplv It) priurit\,
ikm:-., 11i1II'PII'" it\ ilt l11s :111\1 , ull1hillnlllt Il1S
'")
When st:'p~Ir:llt' I ~ltt S tm 1, ' ilt nh :ll1d AU itl' mS are used under the
provisiun of Article 7.\. P~lr~lgraph 2(b) and 2(c). the country of origin
and the country uf destination rn~IY. by bilatnal agreement. decide that
the r:Iles ~Ipplicable tu priority itcms and non-priorit)' items shall be
fixed on the Ixl:-.is of thcactUal structure of the traffic. In the absence
of an ~Igrecmcnt. the provisions hid down in Article 77., Paragraphs
2(b). 2(c) ~Ind ,j shall apply, In this else. priority items shall be
assimilated lu l.c and noh-priority itcn)s to AO
For combilkd items exchanged undcl thc pll1visioll 01 Article 20,
Paragraph 12. terminal dues shall be' scltkd by bilateral a~reement
between thc c'l1lllllries cuncernl
When an ~Idmilli:-.tration del'idl ~ to disUHllillut' se'paLltion of mail into
LC :lIld  A()  ill b\ou!" of :1 systl b;l~ed nIl priority, and the latter
produces :111 l'!lvet on tcnnill~t! ducs ac, !)rdill!l to Paragr~lph 2. the' new
system C;1I1 bt' illtrodul t'd Oil the' fir~l uf J:lllllary ur the first uf July
ollly, pun Idill~ the Illtern:ltioll:t! BlIlt':llI h:t, hct ll su informed at least
three molHh, ill :lth' :lIlL
Article 25 01 the Convention deals with what is 1ll1\\ kni1\\n as remaiL It states that 110
postal administration of a I'vlt:mber State of thc UPU is bound to cunvey or deliver
letter mail originating \\ithill its boundarie:-. but mailed ti1 recipients there from a
foreign country. And it adds that they ell1 alsu rdu:,e tu h;lndk mail deposited with it
from abroad and destine'd tor third countries
Under Article 1~7 ur the Delailed RegublOHb, Ihe lCrl1Un;tI due, tl1:l1 L"ult! "L' "ppllnl 10 ,ueh IICl1b lalllllg
outside the r;lI1gc,; ddll1cd arc e;tldtblnlln SDI~,;;" rullm",
I(Avcragc numbc! ul IIcm, pL r ~g \ \I III) T II :-;:-;1 \' I .
I(,\\eragc number "I tlL nb pL r ~g \ II, III) . II :-;:-;1 \1 -I;pagc 310 .-11l1lex  6:  UI' U Colll'elllioll  key w1icles
EVOLUTION
The original intention of this article was to prevent senders in one country from
presenting letter mail to the postal service in another country for delivery in the
country of origin in order to benefit form the lower tariffs in the foreign
country. It was also .aimed at preserving the structure of terminal dues.
The scope of the article was extended by the UPU congress of Ottawa in 1957
to items deposited abroad in large quantities whether or not the intention is to
benefit from lower tariffs.
It was further extended by the Rio de Janeiro congress in 1979 which gave
postal administmtions the right to refuse to handle mail received from or
deposited with it by senders from another country when it is destined not only
for the sender s countrv but for third countries as well The Rio congress added
the fourth paragraph t~ Article 25. 
APPLICATION
In practice. postal administrations will have one of two re,lsons for applying
Article 25:
either in the application of Article 25. , they believe that the mail is domestic
mail and therefore their own inland rates are payable (in order to
protect their legal monopoly", the practice having been encouraged by
the terminal du~s being lower than the inlandrates);
in the application of Article 25.4, they wish to display solidarity with
the postal administration in which the sender is established which has
not been used. They therefore feel they should have received the mail
from country A and not from country 8, even if the level of payment is
the same. The principle is that country A is losing income to which it
has a right as a national postal administration.
Against this background, it may seem understandable that postal
administrations are concerned by remailing in its various forms. However it
may be questioned whether a legalistic approach through the use of the UPU
convention is the most appropriate response to what uthers might see rather as
a commercial problem.
The main text of the Green P;lper discusses whether the UPU instruments
against remail are properly aligned with the competition rules of the Treaty of
Rome and with the objectives of the Single MarketAllllex  6:  UPU ClJl/I'CllliulI  kcy al1icles
Table 
ITEMS
LEITERS
POST-
CARDS
PRI!'iTED
PAI'~:RS
CECO-
GRAMS
SMALL
PACKHS
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Article 20  recommended weight steps, basic rates, maxunum weights and
dimelJSions
WEIGHT
STEPS
up to 20 g
from 20 g to 100 g
from tOO g to 250 g
from 250 g to 500 g
from 500 g to 1O00g
from 1000 g to
2000 g
lip to 20 g
from 20 g to 100 g
fromi00gto2S0g
from 250 g to SOO g
from 500 g to 1000 g
from 1000 g to
2000 g
for each slIpplcmclllarv
1000 g
see Artlclc I~
lip to 100 g
from 100 g to 250 g
from 250 g to 500 g
from 500 g to 1000 g
from 1000 g to
2000 g
UASIC
RATE
(SDR)
lU7
1.76
33~
956
026
lJlR
040
07-1
WEIGHT
LIMITS
2 kg
2 kg
( for honks
and pam,
phlels
5 kg Ihis
Ii mil of
221
309 weig!lI may
be raised to
10kgailcr 1 5-1
agrcemcnl
betwecn Ihe
DIME:oiSIONS
Maxim", lenglh, "',01h and depth combined.
900 mm hili the grealest dimension may nol
exceed 600 nll11 ",ith a lolerance or 2 mm.
In ""II rom,. lenglh pin' I",ice the 0iameter.
!O-IO ml11, bill the greatest dimension may
'"'I e"' e,'0 900 111m wilh a lole",nce  or 2
"""
\III,"n" I" have" surracl' I11easllrmg n,'1
Il"" 11"",90, 1-10 nlill. ",ilh a lolewnce ,,1 2
plln 1""'"11'rl11ll"nI'Ihplll'I""""Ihr
I '"",win I)() 111111 1'"1 Ihe ~reate'l
dmll' n',,", """ "", hl' Ir" Iha"  100 nlill
\(a,"n., 10:;, 1-18  mm, wilh a !l1lera"ce or 2
"1111
\ltlllllla 90, 140 mm. ",ilh a tolerance or 2
I "lIglh al lea,I eqllal to Ihc width muLiplicd
hy  J2  (aproximale valuc 1.4),
\1;""11;' Il'nglh, ,viulh ami ueplh COl11b,neU
~OO ml11 hili 11)(' grraleS! uimens"'11 n",y IIl't
e'l'eed ,,00  111111  with a lolerallce 0' 2 nlill
111 ",11 In'm, length pills I,vice 11)(' d"IIllctc,
!O40 ml11, I)UI Ihe greatest UII11Cn"OIl may
111'1 ," CCl'U 900 nll11 ",ith a lolcrancc or 2
111m
\1""",,, I" have a surface I11ea,urmg 1101
" Ih.lI) 90 , I~O 111111.  ",ilh a !l1lerance of 2
111111 In loll 10rl11:  Icnglh pills l"'lce Ihc
JI.'IIIl' 170 111m bill Ihe greale'l
adl1lllllSlrallOlh .111"""""11 m, n 11,,1 he less Ihall 100111111
(on(c !"J1cd)
H.g
040
074
221
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ANNEX 7: QUALITY OF SERVICE
INTRODUCTION
When considerin:; the meaning of "qu,dity . it is important for all service providers to
consider each of the main phases th,lt make up the total service. and in particular
those phases that the customer directly experiences. Thus. although the time that an
item takes to he delivered isessenti,i!, other ,Ispects of quality could also be important
to the customer.
To highlight a few such aspects, these could include the attitude of sales start, the
availability of credit, the flexibility of collections. the smartness of delivery staff, the
re;lction when an item cannot be delivered. and the prompt availability of service
performance information: in short. the different aspects of how customer-oriented an
operator actually is,
Further. the definition of quality is likely to become ever more demanding for
operators. What may h,lve been accepted as satisfactory quality until recently may
now appear inferior, As an example, many operators in the recent past considered
customer service as an operational function. where a member of the operational staff
would answer personal or telephone enquiries; now it is likely to be a specially trained
customer service operator. (At the same time. of course. all staff who help to provide
a service are. in S()me sense. p;lrt of the 111arketing of that service.
Providing quality requires the est,lblishing of a cycle which repeats itsell. Standards
need to be set (internally. extern,i!ly. or both). performance needs to be measured
against the standards. The comparison of performance against standard then needs to
he analysed. and actiun wken to make up any shortfall between standard and
performance
Below. SOI1lC turthel 1.. ,)I1ln1cnb die gi\cn un tMget-setting and performance
measurement. These comments p;lrticuLlrly reler to letter services. since they are the
services for which there is th\:' main univers;i! senice obligation. (Some Member
States also impose a juridici! or "de fadO" universal obligation for light-weight
parcels.) The quality of other services is stimubted mostly by competitive pr,=ssures.
(The subjects of target-setting ,Ind performance measurement. as well as the control
function, are also discussed in Chapter 4, Paragraph 7.)
STANDARDS
Most, but not all, of the Coml1lunity's postal administrations have puhlicly stated
targets for domestic letter mail. However, these targets are not the same. For letters
(th;t is, excluding either printed papers or second cI~ss letters), performance is usually
measured against a next working day (known as 0 + I) target. (The target for the
Spanish postal administration is 0+2. ) The percentage to be delivered by this tCirgel
date varies between 81% and  )()()C.j
Some of the administrations who have a letter/printed paper tiering system set lower
standards for postcards and printed llilpers, Those who have a first class/second class
tiering system naturally have slower standards for second class.page  314 /II/I/ex  7:  Qualityofsc/vicc
MEASURING SYSTEMS
Most measuring systems used to produce figures for publication Clre carried out by the
postal administrations themselves. Two administrations have contracted outside
agencies to carry out the work. (In addition, postal administrations may undertake on
a regular basis other internal studies to provide further information on service
performance. )
There are several different measuring systems used in the Community. (The public is
not aware of the different systems" only of the perceived reliability or otherwise of the
results produced.
One system measures from the point that the mail collected arrives in the sorting
office to the point where it is prepared in the delivery office for delivery. Another
measures from the time the collected mail arrives in the sorting office to the time it is
received in the delivery office (but before preparation for deli~ery). Another system
me,lsures from the time the mail is posted by the customer until it arrives at the final
delivery point.
The third of these systems (which is usually called "em.l"to"end") measures the
complete span of the process, as experienced by the customer. Any other system
(including the two others mentioned here) will measure only part of the process. The
difference in results can be substantial. One administration that had previously
carried out its survey from sorting office to the preparation stage in the delivery office
then changed to a contracted"out survey system measuring end"to"end. The latter
system revealed that quali~y of service Was more than 10% less than the results of the
former system.
The break-down of results measured vary significantly. Some administrations publish
only average national results. Others break the results down into performance within
the locality, regionally and nationally. Some results even show differences in
performance depending on how the mail was paid for (by contract, by meter postings
or by stamp" see Annex 3, Paragraph 2 and at Chapter 5, Paragraph 4. 1 for a further
description). Presumably, some administrations which do not publish such .a detailed
break"down have the figures but use them only for internal operatiomll purposes.
OTHER ASPECTS OF QUALITY
As indicated above, the quality of all aspects of the service provided can be measured.
Here. emphasis is given to certain aspects that relate to pre-posting and post"delivery.
PRE-PbSTING
For ordinary individual customers, access to 111,lil services concerns the
Clvailability of stamps and of information regarding the use of the services (and
then the proximity of the posting boxes). The wide availability of sales points
for stamps is therefore important.
However, the vast majority of stamp sales is likely to continue to be made
through post offices counters (particularly if posting information is needed).
The length of time spent queueing for service is therefore important, as is - and
this cannot be over-emphasised - the politeness of staff. Both aspects can be
measured (for instance by using "mystery shoppers" who anonymously use theAnnex  7:  Quality of se/vicc pagc  315
services of different counters, and then measure performance), and compared
against internal standards.
DELIVERY AND POST-DELIVERY
For many organisations, the promptness of the daily delivery by the postal
administration is very important. Indeed, certain postal administrations have a
special service (for which a fee is chClrged) which assures delivery before 07:30
each morning. Some administrations also provide two deliveries per day at
least in core areas.
Effective after-service treatment is also essential. The way in which complaints
or queries are handled after an item has been delivered is also important.
Again, it is possible to set standards and measure performance. (Here, the
standards should he published.
All complaints should, of course, be dealt with as promptly as possible. This is
equally important for complaints concerning cross-border as for domestic
services.  In  the case of cross-border mail. investigations can be made more
difficult because two openltors ,Ire involved. Some decisions may be required
as to what the acceptable time limit should be for a reply to be given. (At
present, the CEPT standard is six months.
Consideration should perhaps ,dso be given to whether there should be
standard procedures regarding compensation for lost or damaged items. (The
actuaJlimits of compensatio!l will continue to vary.
Postal administrations should have a declared policy on whether they publish
figures for lost or damaged items, or for mis-routed or mis-delivered items.Annex  8.  TO711illlll dun page 
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ANNEX 8: TERMINAL DUES
INTRODUCTION
For many years mail was "traded" oetween countries without any accounting system.
Any trading imoalance in volume was "written oft". Then, a system of charging the
expediting administration was introduced. Rather thCln both administrations involved
in each trading relationship paying the charges due, it was agreed that only the net
expediter should pay on the net volume sent to the net receiving country. Because of
this. the compensatory system oecame known as "imbalance charges
These l;harges were introduced purely on the oasis 01 weight. The assumption was
presumably made that the average kilo traded between any two countri.es would have
more ur less the same contents. The charging system did not t~lke into account either
tilt' numht r of items or the service desired
The charges are known as terminal dues. They were. ;lnd me. overseen by the ljPU.
Terminal dues are measured in gold francs (gf). ~I notional currency which h~js a fixed
exchange rate with the Special Drawing Right (Droit de Tirage Special), The fixed
rate is 1 SDR = 3.()(J1 gf (A gold franc equates to approximately ECU (),3S, ) The
terminal dues are reviewed at each UPU congress. held every five years The
progression of terminal dues is shown in Table 
Table I: Past illcrease,\ ot" lamina! dues
Congress Years applied Rate
Copenh~lgen 11175- 1970 15 gfjkg
Rio de J~tI1eiro 1 ()XO. 1 I)X-J lJ gt/kg
Hamburg I I)X5- IlJX!) XlJ gt jkg
Source. LJPUComentions(!I)7-J. II)7lJand Il)X-J)
The incre;lses have tended to be a matter negotiatiun r;lther than an attempt to reflect
cost accurately, The less developed countries (who have the same voting rights in the
congress as the developed countries) are in the majority. The are also net recipients
in terms of weight (lypic;I!ly. perhaps receiving heavy printed matter and sending back
light-weight items). The less developed countries appear to have a vested interest in
the retention of a weight-based compensation system. Not surprisingly, they appear to
have been tempted to raise the rates as high as the "market" (that is. the developed
countries) would bear.
The international mail system controlled by the UPU operates only between postal
administrations. The UPU does not recognise the role of private operators in the
system. If a private oper,ltor wishes to gain access to this system. it has to do page  318 /11111cx  8:  71:/111111(11 ducs
through the services of at least one postal administration. Since terminal dues would
be ;:10 important cost element for that postal administration. they will makeup 
significant proportion of the price paid by the private operator to the postal
administration for aCcess to the international mail system.
CURRENT TERMINAL DUE RATES
In the last Congress in Washington in December 1989, a more complex structure 
terminal dues Was agreed. The full UPU text relating to this structure is shown at
Annex 6 (under Article 73 of the UPU Convention).
The new structure differentiates between traffic tlows of more than or less than 150
tonnes annually (a significant figure which would apply only to major postal trading
partnerships). If traffic exceeded this figure in both directions, there would 
separate charges per kilo for LC and AO traffic; if less. there would remain a unitary
charge Clpplying to both. In addition, if the average weight of the traffic of an
outward" postal administration was found to differ significantly from the world-wide
average, the "inward" adminisp',ltion could charge a different rate based on a charge
per item.
In the meantime, certain CEPT members and other postal administrations had
initiated their own scheme which involved both a unit charge ,Ind a weight charge.
This at least partly would overcome one of the prob!ems 01Oted at Par:lgraph 3.1
below) with the UPU system - th,lt of having the charging system based solely on
weight. However, investigations into this scheme are currently being carried out
following a complaint that the scheme is unfairly anti-compt:titive against private
operators
As a result of the decision of the Washington Congress (and the earlier CEPT
initiative), there ure now at least five different systems operating in paraIJel in the
Community:
the CEPT system (operating. for exarnple. between France and the UK) -
37 gf/item plus 3.75 gf/item;
above 150 tonnes each way (for example. hetween Italy and Federal Republic) -
24.85 gf/kg for LC and (1.3 gf/kg for AO:
less thCln 150 tonnes in one direction (tor example. Greece to France), hut more
than 150 tonnes in the other - either \) gf/kg in both directions or only in one
direction and the split rate in the other;
less than 150 tonnes in both directions (perhaps between Greece and Portugal):
9 gf/kg for both LC and AO:
deviation from the LCI AO "norm" (perhaps from the Netherlands to France:
0.44 gf/item plus :U';5 gljkg.
In addition to the UPU alll! CEPT systems. there could always be other bilateral or
multilateral agreements agreed between two individual postal administrations. (The
UPU Convention permits such agreements willingly entered into by the postal
administrations concerned.Annex  8:  Tcllllillal dlles page  319
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TERMINAL DUES AND COSTS
There appear to be three areas where a single universal system of terminal dues does
not seem to accurately reflect costs. and a fourth where it makes no allowance for the
pricing structure.
ITEMS/WEIGHT
Before the Washington Congress the same compensation was paid in kilos
regardless of the number of items of that the kilo comprised. Thus, a kilo that
contained 100 x 10 g letters merited the same p,tyment as a kilo that comprised
2 x 500 g books.
Of course, the delivery costs for the receiving administration are vastly
different. HeCivier items are generally more costly to deliver (although the
more important factor is size), but certainly the percentage cost increment is
much less than the percentage weight increment.
As reflected in the public tariff structure of each administration, a more
accurate reflection is a unit cost with a gradual weight increment.
SERVICE REQUIRED
The standard terminal dues system does not alJow for the different service
levels required. Thus, a newspaper requiring speedy delivery will attract the
same compensation as a printed paper item of the same weight, for which a
slower delivery could be sufficient. In general, the items requiring speedy (first
class) delivery are light-weight items: items requiring slower (second class)
delivery tend to be heavier. This therefore accentuates the variation between
the compensation received and actual costs.
STANDARD RATES
The structure is a universa.l system, and therefore suffers from the problem of
averages. (It is suggested above in Para 1 that the rates set are not guided by an
assessment of averCige costs. Inevitably. actual delivery costs will vary
significantly from country to country. Productivity varies for several reasons,
some of which are not in the control of the administration. The effectiveness of
the transport systems varies - often reflected past government policy. Most
crucially, labour rates vary between countries, and this is mostly outside the
control of the administrations.
3.4 DISCOUNTS
The UPU Convention suggests that postal administrations offer discounts
(usually 50%) on printed paper reduced rate items, such as books (see Annex
13 and at Annex (, under Article 20 of the Convention). However, many of
these items are the very items which incur the heaviest terminal dues. Margins
are therefore squeezed by upward cost pressure and downward price pressure.
Indeed. there is no knowledge of any administration that has preferential rates
for such items that cover direct costs,page 320 11l1ll'X  8:  I el7l1i/llll duc.
EXAMPLE OF MULTI-LATERAL SCHEME - NORDIC UNION SCHEME
As noted at Paragraph 2 above, any group of postal administrations can enter into a
scheme which. by their mutual agreement, varies from the UPU system of terminal
dues. This permits some essential l1exibility since the postal administrations of most
developed" countries recognise that the UPU system is very defil:ient. The CEPT
scheme is an example of a multi-lateral scheme. Another interesting example is that
operating between the members of the Nordil: Union.
Since 1989, the postal administrations of the Nordic Union (comprising Denmark,
Finland, Iceland, Norway ,md Sweden) have applied between themselves (and invited
other postal administrations to join) a compensatory system based on the domestic
tariffs of the delivery country. The profile of the traffic is determined through
sampling. and the charges are then calculated hy applying prices set at ()Oc;.. of the
domestic tariff of the collntr\' of deliver\'
Interestingly, for this scheme. it b the pust," ,tdll1inlstratiun in the originating country
that determines the speed of delivery It slmuldhe noted. by contrast. that in
relationships between other pairs o! postal ildmifllstrations there are often "streaming
problems concerning cross-burder mail exchanged between postal administrations if
one applies an LC/ AO classification and the other ,I first class/second class system.I Anner 9: 
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ANNEX 9: REMAILING
DEFINITION
Remailing refers to the cross-horder letter services provided hy private operators.
The remailing element relates to the activity of the private operator, which involves
the collaboration of at least one postal administration. In almost all cases the
common factor is final delivery through the postal administration in the destination
country,
In essence. there are three main different types of remailing (the order given below
renecting what is thought to be the relative importance of each in terms of revenue):
The private operator collects the mail from the customer, consolidates it
with other such mail from the same country (A). and freights it to
another country (B). There. it is posted (remailed) with the postal
administration. which then sends it through the international mail system
to the postal administration in the destination country (C) for delivery
there.
The private operator collects the mail from the customer (in country A),
freights it to the country of delivery (H), and posts it there with the postal
administration which then (Idivers to the addressee (still in country H).
A variation of this is when the private operator himself delivers the items
to the addressee.
The private operator collects domestic mail in country A. freights it to
another country (H) for posting with the postal administration there. The
postal administration sends the mail through the international postal
system hack to country A for delivery there. (It seems clear that this
activity is illegal for items which fall within the reserved area of country
In summary. A- C involves cross-border mail using the international mail system
between postal administrations. A- B involves cross-harder mail using the domestic
system of the delivery administration. A- A involves domestic mail but which goes
through the international mail system between administrations.
Figure I below puts A- C and A- B remail in the context or the other services
against which they compete. The route on the left using PUs (private operators)
represents the A- B process. The next route using a combination of PO and PA
(postal administration) represents the A- C process. The next route reflects the
option of a customer transporting his mail into the country of delivery and posting
directly with the administration there. The last route rellecls the conventional route
of posting with the national postal administration which then sends the mail through
the international mail system to the postal administration in the destination country
for delivery there.page  322 A/lneJC  9:  Remailing
Figure 1: Cross-border routeing
ADDRESSEE
P A: Postal Administration
PO: Private Operator
PA * : Postal administration in intermediate country
(Broken lines signifying a national border)
ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION
Remailing probably existed long before it was given the name. For many years
publishers and their agents have transported publications into the destination country
for posting there. (This has since come to be known as A- B remail.) The advantage
was the access to the preferential tariffs that are usually available for domestically
posted publications. Locally posted print remail is still almost certainly the largestAIII/cx  9:  Rc/lJailillg page  323
segment of the remail market, measured oy volume.
meCisured by revenue.
It may also be the largest
In the 1970s, the airline KLM started its Publications Distribution Service, serving the
US publishing industry s cross-o(Jrder requirements, particularly for distribution in
Europe. KLM used Amsterdam .1$ its "huo". injecting the mail into the international
postal system through the Netherlands Post Office (as the "remailing" administration).
KLM remains the market leader for US-originated publications air-shipped for
delivery in Europe.
By the mid 19XOs, their traffic was said to be 20,000 tonneS per year - a volume that
helped to optimise use of spare freighting capacity. The A- remail system
pioneered by KLM and the Netherlands Post Office was based on the inequities of the
terminal dues system (discussed in Annex 8). However, because publications tend to
be heavier than the average item. terminal due costs were still high, and margins
therefore low
~ ~
Much larger margins were available for light-weight traffic. which tends to be letters
rather than printed papers. (In most countries. there tends to be a regulatory
difference between the two. Prices for letters tend to be much higher than for
printed papers. The costs, based on terminal dues, also were much lower. For
example. against a delivery cost of perhaps ECU 0.24 for a 20 g item. the terminal
dues operating in the years 1980-85 provided a compensati()I1 to the delivery
administration of only ECU (UM, and th~Jse in the years 191'\5- 1990 only ECU OJJ6.
Around 191B/84 several US operators, most of them small. started to offer remail
services for letters. Init.ially, the only postal administrations who would offer such A-
C facilities to remailing operators were not located favourably for service - two
examples being Panama and Puerto Rico.
The situation changed when, in the mid 1980s. an express company. TNT, signed a
remail contract, covering both letters and print. with the Belgian Post Office. The
Netherlands Post Office respl)nded by relaxing rules 011 what was permitted to be
posted through its printed paper remail contracts (and later offering some letter
remail contracts).
By the second half of the  980s, several other postaladlllinistrations were offering
remail facilities. Outside Europe, the most important were Hong Kong. Dub,li and
Bahrain. Within Europe, the British Post Office entered the market for print remail.
while the airline SAS offered letter and print remail f,lcilities in conjunction with the
Danish Post Office. More recently, the Hungarian Post Office has started to offer
remail facilities.
COSTS AND PRICES
Remail enters the mail streams of a postal administration in different ways. with
prices varying according to the different ways. As the destination administration
which delivers the items. a postal administnltion would receive terminal dues for
delivering A- C remail (or A- A remail if it is accepted). For A- B remail. the
delivery postal administration would receive the appropriate domestic tariffs.
As mentioned ,.bove, some postal administrations offer remail facilities to enable mail
collected by private operators to enter the international mail system (as operated
between postal administrations)" Most postal administrations offering such facilitiespage  324 AliI/ex  9:  I~emailillg
specifically exclude their use for posting items collected in their national territory.
They therefore tend to see such remail as providing incremental volume and revenue.
Pricing tends to be set ona oasis of marginal costs plus a small margin for profit.
For the private operator pricing his servil"es to potential customers, the prices will be
determined by market conditions. These will depend primarily on two points. Firstly,
how many other private operators are competing'!  Secondly, has the postal
auministration (which provides the benchmark for both prices and service) reacted to
the competition by introducing special contract facilities for large customers with
cross-hordeI' mail needs'!
Generally. charges paid to postal administrations for letter renlail facilities account for
about 40% of the prices that private operators can achieve. Out of this. he has to pay
for his sales. collection. freighting and customer servicing cost. Assuming satisfactory
volumes. he should be Clble to achieve good profits.
SERVICE
Whether remailers provide a better or worse service than the postal administration
depends, naturally, on both their own efficiency (and that of the postal administration
with which they post) and the relative efficiency of the postal administration against
which they are competing.
Remail evolved in the United States partly because the size of the market there made
it an attractive proposition ilnd partly hecause the postal administration (the Uniteu
States Postal Service) was perceived to be providing such poor service. Interestingly,
the USPS prices its services helow its compe.titors for both letter and printed paper
cross-border services, hut private operators continue to have a significant market
share.
If the postal administration is reason,d)ly efficient. it should be able to provide a beller
service than a remaikr using ,In A- C' S\'st~ m (bt'cluse the latter involves at least two
freighting journeys). /-Iow~n'r. A- rem'lil milY well Iw able to offer a service
superior to that of the postal ildministration (At the s,lme time. it should be noted
that A- B remail is often motiviltt:'d more by the attraction of being able to post
items - often the heavier ones - at the domestic tariffs of the delivery administration.
since these tend to be lower than the relevant than the relevant terminal dues.
Of course, service covers much more than transit times. Private operators have
tended to lead the way ill offering man)' other features. These include more flexible
.Iccounting facilities, credit and l1exible collections. Perhaps the greatest contribution
made has been in encouraging the increased or better use of sales account
management. Of course, no;e ~)f these additional features are monopolies of the
private operators. and some postal administrations haw responded hy improving their
own standards (arguanly. in some cases. improving on standards set  ny  private
operators).A/I/lex 10: Postal operallJl'S' codes page  325
ANNEX  10: POSTAL  OPERATORS' CODES
INTROnUCTION
This description of postal operators' codes covers the two main types of codes:
- functional:
codes);
which are publicised externally for use hy the public (that is, post-
. technical: for the internal operational use of postal operators.
The annex also seeks to discuss how each type is applied and what is the operational
importance of each. Because the post-codes for public uSe are those that are more
readily known, the discussion concentrates mainly on these.
FUNCTIONAL COnES
Functiomll codes are the designation for the post- codes used hy the customers of
postal administrations, at the request of the latter.
Most levels of postal automation cannot operate without the use of functional codes.
These codes can be divided into three' categories: route-sorting codes. distribution
codes and mixed codes. 
The route-sorting code facilitCites the automatic sorting or mail going from one city to
another. To permit sorting down to a more detailed level - to the postman s "walk" (or
delivery round), a distribution sort code is needed. A code that combines the two
functions is termed a mixed code.
COmNG SYSTEMS CHOSEN
Experience of post-codes and the ways in which they may develop are
influenced by the coding systems that have been estahlisheu. When considering
the introduction of post-codes, postal administrations essentially had two
choices: either a system ",,'hose codes were easy to memorise (all numeric with
perhaps up to 6 digits) or a system that permitted the maximum sortation
possible. The different systems actually applied hy the postal administrations of
the MemberStates and of certain other countries are summarised in Table J.
The benefits and problems are assessed below:
EASY TO MEMOR/SE CODES
Examples of countries that introduced such codes are Belgium and the Federal
Republic of Germany (both 4 digits), and France and Italy (both 5 digits).
These codes permit sortation down to suburb or small town level. These levels
of sortation equate to sorting down to the first level of the "inward" coues
described below. In general. these codes quickly gained a high degree of public
acceptance. The rate of use (the "penetration nlte ) is l)()C,r.  in France and more
than tJO% in the Feueral Repuhlic.pagc  326 '11/I/ex Ill: I'wllIl oper(l/fJ/'" ,.mh-.,
Table I: Post-code structures
COUN'I"RY nt:SCRWI'IO:-; 0.. POST.COOl'. SYSTHt
Belgium 12M,.Nall1e of City
Denmark 12.'4,. Namc of City. Copenhagen will be followed by K or V (office of
detivery) and Frederiksborg followed by c.N or 
(ierll1any 1234.Name of City. 1"'1' the targe CIIICS. like Berlm. Munich. Frankfun
ulTic:e of delivery marked with lor 12, so for example' ~tJOO() Munic:h 
( ireecc 12.'-1:; Nam,' of CII\'
Sp:lln (I) 123..1' N;lIlle 01 Clt~. pili, n;lIl1e  01 prll\lllCe , Idded In hrackets
France 123-1'; hr,1 1\\0 character, correspond to d':'panemelll number. O!TIc:e (If
delivery (mo't 1\' I he same as name 0/ reSIdence C edex special delivery for
companle' WII h flel i,'e I' () hl'xes. In ",me C;I" , f"Howcd h\' 12 for P:lris,
Lyon and I\larseJiIe
Ireland (nil pust-code sy,tc'
Italy (2) 11J45, Name 01 City
Luxemhourg 121..1.Namc of City
N.:!herlamb 12.1-1 AB Name of Cily (a comhinallllll ,,/ lour nul1Jl.:rals and Iwo
c:haracters)
Portugal 1 23..1..Name olelt\ Codex lor compalHe, (,ee hance)
United Kmgd."l1 ConSIsts 01 two clements The ,ec"nd " Ihe Inward pan of code. and
always consists "f Ihree charactcrs (IltJll1enc. ;dpha, alpha) The first
clemelll 1\ the outward pan 01 the cndl It '!;In, with ,'ne or two alpha
character, SlgnllYlIIg the neare,t Idfge t,,\\n Thl' IS then combincd with
"ne or IWI' numenc charactt' rs. and ,"metll1\e' a further alpha The
po"lbllitle, arc therelor,' AIltC 2DF, AI2 ,lie. . \1112 ,\IIe. ABi2U)
USA NameofCltv IVlpcode +..1) = (r\1I 123..1'- 12,\..111
Japan Namc"fCity 12.
Note 1 !ndudes Andorra
Note 2 !ndudes San Marino and thc Vitlic:an
Source: Postal administrationsA/Illex If): I'os/tll "peWlors ' codcs page  327
2.1. CODES FOR MAXIMUM SORTATJON
The  only  EC postal administrations th,lt have implemented such codes for
maximum sortation are the Netherlands Clnd the United Kingdom. The typical
code for the latter can be expressed as AB I 2CD - that is, alpha, alpha,  num,
then nUIn, alpha, alpha. The first part (the "outward" code) sorts to the post
town and its surrounding area (or the suburb of a large city). The second part
(the "inward" code) sorts down to a section of a street (covering, on average, 15
houses).
Canada has a similar 6-character alpha-numeric coding system. The US has
introduced CI supplementary code called "Zip + 4": to the standard digit Zip
code h(ive been added 4 more digits. AU four systems permit sortation down to
the individual postman's walk (or what is known in the US  ;1'0 a "carrier route
These levels of complexity ;Ire required in order to give the required number of
variables for detailed sort;ltion, (The US system has 100m variables for a
population of 2()()m.) The disadvantage is that the codes are dittkult to
memorise, particularly in the case of alpha ch;!raclers, This explains the low
penetration rates. The US rate has fallen back to 5Y;j,. The UK rate is now
7SC:r.  having gradually incre;tsed from about  5()C~.  In both cases, the levels of
penetration have resulted particularly from the volumes of traffic posted with
the aid of compllterised mailing lists (encouraged in both countries by
discounts).
OPERATIONAL
It is obviously the Case that the shorter the post-cnde. the shorter the time spent
on the initiCiI keying process (where manual coding desks are used) which
relates to the number of key depressions, The inclusion of alpha characters (as
in the UK system) slows the key depression rate. It may also increase the
likelihood of mis-keying.
For the future, two developments will affect the assessment of different sorting
systems. Firstly, the increased use of Optical Char;tcter Readers (OCRs) will
reduce the differential in sorting times between simple itnd complex codes, as
well as perhaps reducing the potential mis-kt:ying problem of the latter
Secondly. the trend nr decreasing capit;d costs is likely to make it viable to
introduce mechilnised sorting equipment in slll;tlier distribution and delivery
centres. Both developments lllilY permit gre;nu produl"livity gitins to be m;!de
from more complex post-cOlle systems
COMMERCIAL ASPECTS
The use of the post-code hils advantages for the business mailer, whether of
individually produced items such as invoices or bulk-produced direct mailings.
It may permit him to pre-sort before lodging the mail with the Post Office (or
private operator. if permitted).. and thus gain discounts. Perhaps more
importantly, it enables him to divide his address list on a geographic basis, using
generally accepted codes. (Before post-codes, some mail order houses used
their own geographic coding systems.) Post-codes are now an essential tool for
any company with a large address database. The complete absence of ,I post-
coding system in Ireland (outside a limited area coding system in Dublin)
therefore inhibits computer manipulation of address data for that country.page  328 AliI/ex Ill: I'oswl opcralors ' code,
TECHNICAL CODES
Technical codes relate directly to the operational use made of coding systems. There
are two such systems, one re!,lting to codes printed on letters to enable automatic
sorting and the other relating to har-codes used in the processing of individual items.
CODES FOR AUTOMATIC SORTING OF LETTERS
Firstly, the ordinary functional codes need to he converted into technical codes
before automatic sorting can take-place. The functional code is therefore
translated" from the functional code's format (numeric or alpha-numeric) into
a technical code. expressed in binary. consisting entirely of the characters Os and
Is. This binary code refers to exactly the s,lme destination co-ordinates as the
functional code.
When printed on the envelope to be sorted automatically, these binary
characters are represented by spaces for the Os (lnd either dots or bars for the
Is. If only an outward post-code is in use. these markings will be printed in a
short line at the foot of the letter. If both outward and inward codes are used,
either ern extended line is printed, or two lines are printed, the upper line being
for the inward code. These technical codes can then be "read" by the automatic
sorting m(lchines,
It sh~)Uld he noted that LJ PU rules Llu not permit the printing of technical codes
by the "outward" postal administratil1l1 on cross-border letter items, in case the
markings may become confused with the technical codes which the "inward"
administration may wish to print on the same items.
BAR-CODES
Bar-codes tend to be used lor individual. larger items. Examples are parcels
express items, or even bags containing letters. The bar codes not only include
destination identifiers, hut may also include other data such as information
concerning the customer. the service used, the originating operational centre or
the date of posting. The bar codes are either printed directly onto items or
printed onto labels which themselves are then affixed to the items.
The bar-codes can be read bv scanners, so that the items can he sorted
automatically, The same tech~1Ology can also be used to provide the data
needed to operate "tracking-and-tracing" systems. Such systems re4uire that
items are scanned (It distinct points in the process between collection Clnd
delivery, progress being noted electronically. They therefore permit individual
items to be tracked throughout the whole process. information being availahle
on when each point - up to delivery - was reached.
Sorting through using bar-code systems is becoming increasingly common for
both parcels and express operations. Tracking-and-tracing systems are used
more in the express sector. but similar systems are also to found in some pClrcels
operations.
IMPACT OF CODES USED
Most postal administrations have committed themselves to investing in automated
sorting machinery, and then trying to maximise the percentage of items sorted
automatically. However. the results for those administrations thus committed toA/I/le.~ 10: PoslOl fJpt:/lIIon ' codes page  329
mechanisation have been variable - between 8% and 50% being sorted automatically.
(The sorting carried out can vary between a simple sort by post-town to detailed
sortation down to each delivery round.) The differences are attributable to a number
of factors, including the different percentages of mail pre-sorted by customers.
However, differences in use of post-codes has also in the past been an important
factor.
Through comparisons between different postal administrations in the world, it is clear
that administrations have taken varying approCiches in the attempt to reach the
highest levels of post-code "penetration . Some rely on sustained campaigns, and
investing in maintaining the post-code data base (an investment which costs one IMge
administration ECU 60 million per year).
For others, the post-code is simply part of the standard address: if it is nO! included
the item is incorrectly addressed. Still other postal administrations have taken
different measures to try to improve the rate - such as the initiative by Cctnada Post of
encouraging envelope manufacturers to print on envelopes a box for the sender to
write/type in the post-code.
In the future, for certain postal administrations able to make the investment, the level
of post-code penetration will be important more as an aid to quality of service. New
generations of optical character reader (OCR) equipment will he able to "read" the
relevant details from the address (and convert them into the necessary technical code
for sorting), using the (functional) post-code only as a checking device. Other
administrations. which continue to use' automatic sorting machinery not based on
OCR, will still need to use post-codes as the basis for their automated sorting
processes.
However, post-codes will also remain important for reasons beyond the Clutomated
sorting process in postal administrations' sorting centres. Fir:;tly, post-code systems
are an invaluable help for all express operators who use bar-coding systems to provide
track-and-tracing facilities.
Secondly, large customers undertaking pre-sorting usually computer sort their mail
through the post-code. Further. in those countries that permit customers to print bar-
codes on envelopes to assist the automated sorting of the postal administration, these
bar-codes are themselves translations of the post-codes.
In relation to the levels of sortation made possible through the post-code, a
comparison can be drawn between the simple post-codes which sort down to towns or
general areas, and the more detailed post-coding systems which will permit sorting
down to individual delivery offices within towns. and indeed to individual delivery
rounds (also known as postrnen's walks). In this perspective . those administrations
which presently have the more simple post-codes may wish to make their systems
more detailed (as, for instance, the United States postal service has done), in order to
permit either a more detailed sortation hy themselves or a more detailed pre-sortation
by the customer.
All these benefits can be attained without any recourse to a single integrated
. European post-code system. (A knowledge of the different systems is sufficient for
customers to carry out the different pre-sortations required. ) However, there do seem
some possihly significant henefits in having a standard format for writing addresses
(for instance, in terms of the placement of the initiCll(s) identifying the country).page 330 .III//('.\" 10: I'oswl ()pel1l10/~ ' cod!:",
As with other aspects of potential harmonisation, the Commission. in cooperation
with Memoer States, will investigClte with the interested parties the oenefits and costs
of harmonisation measures that may he necessary.Annex 11: I'oswl equipmcl/t il/duslly page  331
ANNEX 11: POSTAL EQUIPMENT INDUSTRY
INTRODUCTION
This anneX seeks to provide an introductory analysis of the postal equipment industry.
This is the industrial sector wh.ich produces installations and equipment for the postal
process and which produces transport and storage facilities for use by postal services.
EQUIPMENT USED
Investment in equipment used for posta! operCitional purposes falls into three
categories:
specialised postal equipment;
customised equipment (but with general purpose origin);
other equipment.
The main users of such equipment in the postal sector are the operators. both public
and private. However. it should be noted that this equirl1lent is also used by large
or~anisations which have sullicientlv large volumes that .thev have invested in their
o,,;n postal processing departl1lents.
J For
~ many such organis;ttions. the equipment is
used for preparation of the mail before it is posted with the operators. Others-
particula rly in the mail ord~r industry - ca n ca rry out ma ny of the m,1 in postal
operational functions themsdves.
Exal1lplesof equipment in the three c;ltegories ;Ire shown in the three t,lb!es below
Table I: Speciali.\ed pfJ.Iwf ('(fllipJl/t'flI
F'luipll1enl that is used "n" 1)\ l"'sl:1I "perat\lr,. bCL:IU'C "lll1e panicularilles \II Ihc """ICC' thev
:Ife providing:
hanking machine, (u,ed cullef 11\' po,I.1I oper:I!"r, \llbrget Cl"I\lll1ers)
Stamp vending machines
Posting boxes
Culler /facer /cancelil'r,
Pfe-sofllng machine,
Automatic letler ,,'ning Il1:II:hine,
Automatic p:JCket/p:lfCci 'Mllng machJl1cs
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Table 2: Customised equipment
Equipment that is used in other sectors. but requires specialized custllmisatiun for postal
applications:
Automated terminals for post office counters
Self-service vending machines
Optical character reader (OCR)
Video coding system
Bar code sorter
Tracking and tracing systcms
Customised weighing machines
Artificial intelligence/robotics
Bells and conveyors
Plasl ic conveyance bo,-es
Table 3: Other equipment
Other equipment widely used I'M general purposes. thaI ;1 dcmand for a relatively small
automatization (if any) and for which Ihe postal operalllrs purchasc only for a sl11,.11 percelllage of
IOta I sales:
Computers
Printers etc.
Telecommunications \.'"quipmell1
Weighing machines
Lifting machines
Transport
Of the equipment mentioned above, perhaps the two most significant innovatOry
applications to the postal sector are those of OCR and of tracking-and-tracing
systems. The latter enables great improvements to he made in the facilities that can
be provided to customers (particularly of express services). The former is having a
significant effect on the letter oper;ltion. Whereas traditional "mechanisation" may
well sometimes have had only a marginal etlecl in terms of raising service or ~ ving
costs, OCR may permit important operational advances to be made. 
The importance of customised software should also be emphasised. Because postal
operators often do not have the in-house capacity to generate the software needed
the task is frequently contracted out. This expense can be a significant proportion of
development costs.
Less obvious is the gradual evolution in mnterials handling during the letters
operation. Trays are more and more replacing hags as containers for letters. This
increases the opportunities for mechanising the movements hetween the component
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SUPPLIERS
Table 4 shows the blrgest suppliers of the specialist postal processing equipment.
(They tend also to cover applications of the custornised equipment- for example,
integrating optical character reader technology into automatic sorting systems.
Table 4: Survey of most important suppliers of postal machinery
COUNTRY MAJ'iU.-A(.'UU:R
Denmark Kosan Crisplan!
Germany AEG Electrocom
Eisenmann
Mannesmann DeJ11a~
S~hierholz
Siemens
Standard Electric 1.01"..:n/
France Alcatel
C( iA-Hntchklss Brand!
Eleqrolllqll": S\.'rge f)a",allh
Tcidlcx
TITN
haly CMI.
Eisag
Oliveui
Netherl;lI1ds Philips
Rapistan van \1\:r l.ande
United KingdnJ11 GEC-Avery
Pitney Bowes
Plessey
Switzerland Gilgen
Japan Nipp\Hl Eleclric (NECI
Toshiha
USA AEt;
UelllTI
Bell 8.:Htlwi:ll
R..:i
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PURCHASERS
The largest purchasers of specialised postal equipment are the postal administrations.
Private operators and certain large customers have also made substantial investments
(although Hccurate information on the total investment has not been puhlisheJ).
Private operators sorting machinery relates to their p,lCkel/parcei sorting
requirements. The larger express operators (and some of the parcel companies) have
also invested heavily in tracking-and-tracing systems. Since these are based on bar"
coding systems, the same bar-codes can also be used for sorting. Private operators
also have substanti.1I materials handling requirements.
Of the large customers, the major investors have been the mail order companies. It
should be remembered that, in terms of revenue, large mail order companies are
bigger than smaller postal administrations. Because their operations are more
concentrated, they can achieve great returns to scale from their capital investment.
Mail order compClnies' primary specialist requirement is for parcel sorting machinery.
The result is that mail order companies' operations are often technically more
sophisticated than the parcels, operations of postal administr.ttions.
INVESTMENT BY POSTAL ADMINISTRATIONS
As indicated. financial data concerning carital investments m;ide by private operators
and larger customers Clre not readilv available. However. through the Universal Postal
Union.~"omeinformation is available on postal administrations investment
Table 5 below shows the investment made by Community postal administrations in the
years  19B5- 19BK.  and then, to aid comparison, expresses the aver;lge investment made
as a percentage of the revenue achieved in 198B. The average investment over the
four year period is expressed as a percentage of the revenue of I tJKK. (Hecause of
insufficient data. I reIand and Luxembourg are not included in the EC averagt:'.Alllle..-  J J: Postal eqlliplllelll illclliS/J)' page  335
Table 5: PostaL administration investment  (1985 - 1988)
t"Vt:STMt::-;TS INVt:STMt:NT
Mt:MIlt:R (millions ECU) AS "t:RCt:NTAGt: OF
STATt:S ANNUAL
191\5 191\6 1987 1988 Rt:V1-:NUt:
Belgium 2.1. 25. .13. 232 3.4(w
Denmark 42. 26. 51.3 115. c;.~,
Germany B73 441.1'\ 41\5. 5049
Greece 1.4 .1.2'%
Spain 61, nla 224 .1. ;7,
France 111'\6 ilia 1.1'9 7172
Ireland n/a n/a to.9 nja n/a
Italy 51'\05 746. 1'\365 1:~70 152'
LlIxembllllrg n/a n/a nja to. 0  nla
NelhcrlalHb 116.11 1235 lU6. 250') 4R"?
Port lIgal 1.1.4 157 IJ. 15.1 lJ.4'k
UnilCd Kingdom 201'\4. 159. 227.0 257, lUJ/;
Total 3547.1 1605.4 18993 2245. t c;.~
United Stale~ 1090. 1363. t81S.R 051 3.8';1.
Source: Universal Postal Union (UPU), 1989
significant proportion of this investment has been rnade in autornated sorting
processes For about half the ECs postal administrations, the "back-bone" of their
netw()(' k is the mechanised sorting centres. TableG shows the number of such offices
in each administration. pagc  336 AIII/cx II: /'0.\/(/1 equipmel/t il/du.Wiy
Table 6: Mechanised sorting centres
TOTAL OF ALl. SORUNG CENTRES OF ~n:CIIA:o1JSED CE:OOTRES
MEMBf:R NUMBER OF
sun:s SORTJi'OG MECHANJSED J'vIAJl/UAL WITH WITHOUT
CENTRES CENTRES CEI'lRES OCR OCR
Belgium
Denmark
Germany 129 7'J
Greece
Spain 1\5
France 131 1111 4.1 til
Ircland
Italy 201 ~ I 170 .11
Luxcmbourg
Ncthcrlamb
Portugal
Unitcd Kingdom 6.1
Source: Sofres study
It should again he emphasised thaI what is called automated sorting still has in  reality.
a significant manual element. Much of the malerials handling between processes is
carried out manually. Similarly, Ihe "facing" operation is often undertaken manually.
If OCR is not used, the encoding of addresses needs to he carried out by the staff. All
machines need minders. Because sorting machinery has capacity ceilings, peaks of
traffic often necessitate the supplementary use of manual sorting.
TRENIlS
As would be expected, levels of "mechanisation" differ between the various postal
administrations of the Community, The "dministrations seem to fall into three
groups:
those who had completed their initial mechanisation progr,1 m me by jI)\)O;
those who are in the process of mechanising their operations;
those who currently do not have plans to mechanise their operations.
For those postal administrations whose slrateb'Y is to have a network which is
mechanised" to the maximum fe.lsihle level. there may be certain junctures when 
mechanisation programme appears complete. However, in reality, investment needs
to continue. This is partly to repltlce depreciated plant. More importantly, it is to
ensure that the equipment used employs the most appropriate modern technolob'Y.
Thus, sorting technolob'Y has seen first generation equipment replaced by second
generation equipment; the latter is now in the process of being replaced hy OCR
technolob'Y. In summary, for such poslal .administrations. the investment cycle is
driven mainly hy the need to replace plant which is physically or technically
obsolescent, as well as to purchase innovative equipment that can improve quality,
and/or reduce cOst.Allllex J J: l'osllIl equiplllel11 il/tlC/sllr pagc  337
For other postal administrations who have not pursued the same strategy of maximum
mechanisation but who are embarked On a mechanisation programme, it will be
necessary to decide what proportion of the network needs to be mechanised. For
most postal administrations, there is little requirement for "technicCiI inter-operability
in the way that, for instance, different parts of telecommunicCitions network need to be
able to inter-operate with one another.
The only exceptions to this are those postal administrations which are attempting to
use a single reading of the post-code/address to permit both the outward ;md inward
sorting to take place. While automatic sorting is reliant on the "depth of the post
code" (see Annex 10), of the Community postell administrations only the Netherlands
and British Post Offices are able to achieve this. (Even for these administrations -
particularly for the British post Office - the level of inward sorting thus permitted is
not substantial.) The picture may ch;mge as OCR technolo~,'y improves, so that more
of the address can he read - even where the post-code is not sufficiently deep to
permit automatic inward sorting.
For most administrations. the realitv will continue to be that l11echanised and manual
offices c;tn (;Ind must) co-exist in th~ same postal network. Postil! administrations can
therefore examine each sorting centre individually to determine whether it needs to be
mechanised. (There may be reduced investment costs per centre if there is a larger
mechanisation prognlmme.) There are two criteria that need to be used in reaching a
decision: improvement of quality of service and reduction of costs.
Almost all mechanisation will reduce operational labour costs. However, the decision
would need to be based on whether the reduction in costs was sufficient to justify the
capital expenditure involvel!. (The calculations will vary not only between sorting
centres. hut also between countries, since labour costs amI productivity levels vary.
Regardii1g service, mechanisation does not by itself guarantee .improvements, unless
allied to careful operational planning and effective network management. While
faster sorting times would appear to lead to more reli.,ble deliveries, this might not
necessarily be so. In order to maximise the throughputs of mechanised sorting
centres. ll1ailis "concentrated" from a wide area. The greater the concentration area,
the longer the extra distances involved and, at least- theoretically, the greater the
danger of loss of quality of service. For the future. the reducing capital costs may
permit ;1 trend towards de-concentration (as well as greater flexibility in the planning
of technit ;1! developments).
This senite/cost reduction equ;nion could alter significantly when the potential
implications of OCR are understood Because OCR may permit much higher levels of
productivity. there is a much improved possibility of achieving good returns on
investment and enhancing quality at the same time.
In the competitive sector, cost effectiveness and quality improvement are also the two
criteria which drive investment decisions. However. there, the presence of
competition causes these criteria to be more relative: the stimulus is to gain
competitive advantage, or to reduce the advantage previously gained by a competitor.
What are satisfactory cost/price levels and what is satisfactory service will therefore
change, often quite rapidly, over time. What was an extra facility soon becomes a
standard feature.
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The more well-known example is that of tracking-and-tracing systems which are
now hecoming increasingly common in the express sector. Increasingly,
cust~)mers will simply expect this f;lcility to be available as part of the standard
servIce.
The second, perhaps less obvious, example concerns customer service facilities.
In order to be able to compete, operators have to be responsive. Thus, they will
need to provide prices immediately for all p()ssible routes and services; to give
information ()n how services are routed; to decide on what collection facilities
can he arranged. This information was traditionally provided by staff with local
knowledge. The growing complexity of customer requirements is now
encouraging operators to centralise their customer service operations.
Such demands for tracking and tracing and on customer service necessit(lte not only
highly professional staff (who are un investment in themselves) but also computer
systems to provide the information needed. Increasingly, private operators are likely
to invest in integrated computer networks (combining tracking and tracing
requirements with those of customer service) so that customers anywhere in the
territory covered receive the same level of responsiveness.Allllex J  2:  I'ostal electrollic mail pagc  339
ANNEX 12: POSTAL ELECTRONIC MAIL
INTRODUCTION
Postal electronic mail servic~s are bas~d (10 th~ technology of analogue or digital
transmission of t~xt and images. In fact. "poslal electronic mail" is a gener..1 I~rm
covering Ide-printing services. EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) and .a fax service
operated by postal administrations. hut with bolt-on additions thatcrl:ate added value
over a stanl.hm.1 r..x hureau. For this reason. postal electronic mail is usually described
as a "hybrid" service.
Postal electronic mail services have been developed in each EC post..1 administration.
Italy has .seen the most successful growth of its service. II also has the largest network.
This annex discusses the future commercial allractiven~ss of postal electronic mail.
and addresses the issue of standardisation.
DIFFERENT FORMS
Ther~ are three main forms of postal electronic mail:
- Th~ text (and/or image) is lfansmittt:'d to a postal administration operated fax
machine dose 10 the addressee. The postal administration then ~nvdopes the
message (now in hard copy). and delivt:'rs it 10 the addressee. Normally. the
m~ssage would h,lv~' been sent  from a fax machine operated by a post,.1
administration. but not necessar.ily. (It is possibl~ for the postal administration to
provitle the "outward" service direct 10 a private fax machine. but this 
comparatively rare.
- In addition to the individual mtssagl' delivery service described a hove. postal
electronic fll"il can also be used lor bulk distrihution of one flleSSage. The customer
can give the postal administration an address list (usually on tape or disk) tog~ther
with the messal!e 10 he sent. Bolh tilt' message ;lIld the list are transmitted to the
distant office. which then prints out the mes;'.ge in individually addressed l~tt~rs.
These ar~ then enveloped and delivered. This could th~refor~ he considered to be
(In electronic equivalent of direct mail.
. EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) operated by post..1 administrations as a value
added telecommunication Centre for ED!.
COMMERCIAL A ITRACTION
It is clear that postal electronic mail operates in the "urgent m~ssag~" market, where
fax. 1~lex and courier (EMS) services also op~rat~. This market is expanding rapidly
(in some sectors al a rate of  2()t;.~  per Yt:'ar). Howev~r.it is not dear wh~lh~r postal
electronic mail will share in this I:xpansion. and hecome a major service in the postal
administrations' portfolios.pagc 340 AI/I/ex  /2:  PoSllI1 c/cctml/ic mail
The direct competitor to postal electronic mail is ordinary fax and private business
EDI terminals. Fax machines are now becoming accepted as essential business
equipment. Increasingly, there are installed not on a one-per-company b,lsis. but
rather one for each department. down to small groups. This growth has been
encouraged by:
- increased awareness (almost up (0 the level of awareness of telephones);
- the declining costs ( down to 170 ECUs in Japan);
- the vari;ability of the post;al ;administrations' quality of service.
To these pressures should be added the general consumer impression that everything
ought to happen faster, Negative points about present fax machines may recede.
These tend to concern access to machines either for transmission or receipt of
messages (as well as mis-transmission).
it is already possible to store messages for transmission later;
- Group" machines will speed tnlnsmission times significantly. as well as reducing
mis-transmission;
- the installation of the ISDN network will enable work stations to communicate with
each other;
- Electronic Data Interchange will make on.kr and invoice sending more reliable.
These factors tend to suggest that access .to private fax machines (or other means 
communication with similar benefits) and their capacity will increase. This may take
aw;ay the main attractions of postal electronic mail - the "universal network" and its
capacity. But. frankly. one cannot be sure. Customers may continue to perceive
benefits in postal electronic mail. More importantly, postal electronic mail itself may
evolve as a result of the developments in electronics and communications,
It would therefore be wrong to "write oft" postal electronic mail - particularly since all
EC administr;ltions otTer the service with some success. most notably in Italy. Indeed,
given the present demand. postal electronic mail can he seen as part of the
communications inlr;lstructllrt.'
-41. DEVELOI)MENT OF NETWORKS AND STANDARDS
As described above, Iwst;al electronic mail involves the electronic transmission of a
message which is then converted into "hard copy , and then delivered ;as a postal item.
It therefore involves twointer-relat.~d technical special isms. These are message
handling systems (usually known by the initials MHSs) and physical delivery systems
(PDSs ).
Each network involves providing access to a system for the message sender and then
from the system to the addressee. In the first of these relationships, the sender gains
access through the user ;agent (UA), and his message is communicated into the system
through a message transfer agent (MTA).Allllex  12:  Po-'1lI1 eleclmllic I/Iail page  341
In the second of the relationships. the system communicates through another MTA to
the intended receiver (the latter receiving the message through a different UA). 
order for the message to he sent amI understood correctly. each UA and MTA must
be working to the same protocols. These protocols will cowr aspects such as terminal
identifiers. start and end signals. and page-break signals.
If a company wishes to set up its own electronic mail network. it can do so hy Ie.lsing
lines from it telecommunicationsservice.s supplier. It can then use the protocols it
chooses for the transmission of messages that it controls. However. prohlems could
arise if this network wishes to communicate with another electronic mail network. If
inter-operahility is required hetween networks, some standards are necessary. The
norm.11 European stctnd'ird for electronic mail is the X-400 (and now the more recent
500 stilnd,m.I). This norm effectively provides the "hridge" between the system
architecture (of the MHS) to the actUal output (PDS).
It should also he noted that there are different levels of standards. This is illustrated
by the example of a customer and supplier in a certain industry sector wishing to use
electronic data interchange (EDI) to communicate financial data through an
electronic mail network. The electronic mail network might .USe the X-400 standard
for .access. The financial data might be presented in th"e standardised format that
conforms with the EDIFACT norm. This might he further rdined to a ctlstomised
EDI format that was used specific.illy in their i.;dustrial sector.
POTENTIAL PROHLEMS
All electronic mail operators (whether postal or otherwise) are free to estahlish their
own networks using leased lines. equipment which they choose for their own needs
anu their own access protocols. However. as noted. this latitude can cause prohlems
later if these same operators wish to have their networks communicating with other
networks. The problems may he sumn1arised as follows:
- much equipment and many products do not confonn to international standards;
- standards are nol detailed enough to guarantee end-to-end transmission,
particularly for international connecti~)Ils;
- cross-horder inter-operahility between national networks is impossihle without
shared standards (usually international standards);
- standards have evolved separately, and new stilndards must take into account what
the future requirements are likely to he:
specific applications meeting users' customised requirements are likely to move
.Iway from standards.
ACTION BY COMMISSION
The Commission is engaged in the implementation of a general Community-wide
standardisation policy for telecommunications. Establishing stctndards for electronic
mail is just one part of this overall policy:pllg~' 3-12 A/me.t. 12: I'",,/(JI efec/JrJ/lic I/Il/il
The Commission hHs therefore initiated certain "horizontal" actions. such as in the
legal sphere. At the same time, it is investigating the needs of certain market sectors.
and, after making a financial analysis of options, recommending solutions to certain
problems identified. An example of this overall approach is the TED IS programme.
Regarding electronic mail in general. and postal electronic mail in p,lrticular, one of
the options is for network operators to connect to the standard telecommunications
networks usually through the X-400 .and X-500 norms. Alternatively, electronic mail
network pmviders can .Iink together their own networks through lines which they lease
themselves. for which they c;m use their own access protocols. For the latter. there
could he the self-evident problem of inter-openlhility between the different networks
that will have evolved separately.Annex 13: ClIlllImllllail pag('  343
ANNEX 13: CULTURAL MAIL
INTRODUCTION
The Community s publishing and information industries are economically very
important. Since it is like.ly that mail will remain the mass-communication medium
for many companies needing physically to convey messages to individuals, mail
services will continue to be important for the publishing industry. However, because
the publishing industry comprises different segments, the requirements of each
segment may well vary.
The collaboration between postal services and the publishing industry is long-standing.
It is supported hy the desire expressed by the Universal Postal Union to facilitate
circulation of "works of the mind" by the possible application of reduced international
postal tariffs to books. newspapers. periodicals ;md journals. Together, these items
are loosely called  ("ullllnt! /l/ail.
This annex discusses how the concept 01 cultur.d n1;lil evolved. and analyses the
economic effects of the prderenti.t! taritls often ,tssllCidted with such mail. It then
summa rises the issues which need to be ;tddres:-.ed
2.. ARRANGEMENTS
The legislation of certain tYkmber States requires that special and favourable
treatment he given to daily' papers and similar periodicals in order to promote the
right to inftjrmation implied in the freedom of speech guaranteed by the national
constitutions.
This special treatment has also been encouraged by the UPLJ. as can be seen from
Article 20 of the Convention (See Annex 5 for the tull text.) This article (at
Paragraphs K and 9) suggests th.tt postal ildministrations m;t)' . aHow a  50t;t,  reduction
on the full letter tariff to he applied to printed papers (particularly newspapers.
periodicals and books). but not to commercial printed papers such as catalogues.
THE TERM "CULTUR:\L \1:\11."
The mission to promote tret'dum of speech ilnd plurality 0\ information implies the
need to seek the widest. mo:-.t dkctive \qys \)f diffusing men
:-. 
thoughts Mail services
used to help attain this objeL'liv\,' cln be termed "cultur;t! mail" It therefore covers
items such as newspapers, peril1llicds. books and journals.
However, the term "cultural mail" has become more and more vague over the course
of time. More and more advertising messages are brought umler the umbrella of
culture. Publications which are effectively ma;keting devic~s are increasingly trying to
enjoy the preferential tariffs that had been intended for publications of a purely
cultural nature.pagc  344 Anncx 13: Culwrllll1lail
PREFERENTIAL TARIFFS
In most Member States the preferential tariff (or special r,ltes) for daily papers and
periodicals was introduced in the past as a politi.cal decision, for ex'lmple with the
intention of (,'nhancing the multiformity of the press. Such special rates were at first
limited to papers which could inlluence public opinion on political maners. Later it
has been extended to include papers giving information of a general culrural nature.
When these preferentiCiI tariffs were introduced, the postal administrations were part
of their respective governments. Each of the governments that decided that its postal
administration should offer such tariffs was effectively deciding that there should be a
government subsidy for the daily papers and periodicals that were delivered at the
reduced rate.
The extent to which such subsidies were granted can be seen in the rates applied in the
various Member States. There are considerable differences in this regard. The rates
in Spain. for example, are very low. (See Chapter 4, Paragraph XA. Table 17.) They
Gin also vary over time: as the German postell administration seeks progressively to
decrease the scale of the subsidy. the subsidy has reduced from 72% of costs to the
present  44c';:"  (with further reductions planned).
In general. standard postal services are operated on small profit margins or at a loss.
For those administrations that otler them. the preferential tariffs cause the prices to
be loss-making. Table 1 shows the stated financial position for printed paper services
in !9X5/X/1 (Although somewhat historical. these figures indicate the general
financial position.
Table I: Primed papers:. percentage cUI'emge of ('ost.1 (11)86)
MDIlIER STATE PERCE\T..\\;t:
Belgium I HY:; 
DellnUlrk 51,
(jermany 5-1.1';
(ireeee ')f,y:;
Spain 10';
banee 33,3'.
Ireland lOO':;
Italy 10';;
Luxemhourg t9,:'i':;
Netherlands 75'
Porlugal -10';
Unilctl Kingdom 1011'
Source: Universal Postal Union (UPU)
For postal administrations, it is not simply a matter of prices for printed papers
perhaps being set below standard rates similar items (that is, for letters). At the same
time, printed papers tend to be bulky items. which usually cost more than letters toAnnex  13:  ClIllllral mail page  345
process. For example, many magazines are posted unfolded in A4 size envelopes or
covers. One administration found that such items cost 50% more to process than the
same item posted in a more traditional "letter" shape (assuming that the contents
could be folded). Newspapers can be even more expensive to process since
operationally they are given LC or first class treatment (or, in some cases, a special
treatment above even these "streClms
The nine administmtions which provided figures showed a combined loss on their
printed paper services of ECU 964.2 million.
One consequence of these low rates is that they could have the effect of distorting
competition. The lower the rate. the less interesting it is for private carriers to
operate in this field. This competiti()fi-distorting effect could be one of the reasons for
introducing commercial rates within the European Community. allowing for possible
differences between countri.es because of different costs. But it must be continually
taken into account that the tariffs for newspClpers and periodicals should be set
equitably so that fair competition is possible between all postal providers.
It would seem preferable for postal administrations not to pnwide the publishing
industry with a service at a price below the costs. It would therefore seem more
effective to find methods other than the preferential postal tariffs to provide
government aid to the publishing industry. A possible solution could be transparent
state subsidy. If paid to the postal distributor, such subsidies should be available
equally to both postal Cldministrations and private operators.
IMPORTANCE OF MARKET
By far the largest pClrt of the cultural mail market is the publishing sector. This
comprises newspapers, magazines and books. For the future, the definition probably
ought to be broadened to cover modern methods of storing information for
distribution (such as CD and video). but here the term "publishing" is used as a
generCiI description of the providers of material sent as cultuml mail.
For most postal administrations. the publishing industry is the largest single business
sector.. Table 2 shows what proportion of inland mail is made up of newspapers and
magazllles.
From figures provided by the Federation Internationale de la Presse Periodique
(FIPP), it is estimated that the total number of items distributed by mail in the
Community is 15.2 billion units annually. Of these, some 14 billion are for domestic
delivery, and a further 1.2 billion for cross-border delivery. (The average circulation is
calculated to be between . 000 and 30 000 subscribers per title, although the
statistical deviation around this average is very high.
In addition to its economic importance, the publishing industry (and, in particular. the
press ) is also very influentiaL Individual titles can have an int1uence out of all
proportion to their postal volume, in terms either of approaches directly to the postal
administration concerned or indirectly perhaps via the government. In Clddition. the
influence of publishers is often expressed effectively through trade associations..page  346 Allnex  13:  Cullurall1lail
Table 2: Cultural mail  prop0l1iOJl of mail
MEMIIEK STA % OF no;o.,lESTIC MAli. A~10l1~T 
("-"
'lIl.I.Io:\S OF ECU
Belgium 220 IIG .2
Germany 11.5 2.17.
Denmark 2'13 1'1'1
Greece 24. 007
Spain .I. Nfa
France liB 466,
Ireland N/a N/a
Italy .15, N/a
Luxembourg 2.1.
Netherlamls t2.5 42.5
Portugal 11.0 12,
United Kingdom .1. N/a
N/a = not available
Source: CEC
THE FUTURE
Certain trends are notice;i!lk in the printing and publishing sectors, They are
undergoing .1 period 01 significant concentration of ownership, the numbers of
proprietors being reduced. This concentration must have an implication for the
influence of the press (for inst.lnce on postal administrations), but il is difficult to
predici wh,tt it will be.
Present technolob'Y makes available shorter print runs, enabling publishers to produce
magazines for small market segments. Specialised magazines with small circulations
are often heavily reliant on postal distribution. Another (external) trend which will
helve an indirect effect (as competition) on publishing is the multiplication of the
televisual media.
In the light of these trends and, indeed. of the financial difficulties that the
preferentialtaritTs may cause. there seems to be a consensus that the following issues
should be studied and solutions developed.
Firstly, the present scope of the definition of cultural mail seems to have moved
significantly beyond the original concept - that it concerned only the independent
pres:;. In this context. it should be noted that cleCirer definitions of both newspapers
Clnd periot!iGds are needed.
Secondly. it should be recognised that ditlerent tariff policies applied by different
postal ;tdministrations (and possibly inrtuenced by their governments) have led to wide
variations in tariffs for similar services (certainly far beyond cost differences). ItAnnex 13: ClIlllImllllllil page  347
needs to be recognised that these variations can themselves cause distortion of
competition.
Thirdly. a harmonised approach is needed towards quCllity of service. Threshold
standards should be applied
, .
and a consistent quality measurement system put in
place.
Lastly, and very importCintly, efforts should be made to simplify (Clnd make more
similar) the access conditions for posting with the different postal administrations.
Particular attention should he given to res(Jlving clOy present conditions that can act as
harriers to trade or as distortions of competition.Allllex  14:  TtlIill issues page  349
ANNEX  14: TARIFF ISSUES
INTRODUCTION
Tariffs are the prices charged to customers. The tariff issues to he studied will
comprehend the principles that are presently applied to the calculation of tariffs. the
differences in cost conditions .lnd the way in which tariffs may vary according to different sorts of customer. 
Customers also include other operators and postal administrations, and therefore
certain aspects of the discussion are relevant to the question of terminal dues.
However, in their present form. terminal dues do not seem quite to be tariffs. Their
structure arid level is agreed on a multi-lateral (usually global) basis. They are not
presently set in relation to the different costs to be found in different localities. nor do
they reflect local market forces. If terminal dues are made more closely related to
domestic tariffs. then they will themselves become Inore like tCiriffs.
The discussion below seeks to analyse how tariffs are set and wh;lt cost conditions
underlie the tariff principles applied. Particular attention is pa id to tariff-setting for
reserved services.
CALCULATION OF TARIFFS
The two main bases for calCulating tariffs are the relationship with costs .and the
competitive forces coming from the market. To these are added general tariff setting
policies. It should also be recognised that external (usually political) decisions mClY
affect prices in some way. For contnlcts, prices are often decided through negotiCition
which can produce results beyond those th.lt would be derived only from the other
forces at work.
COST BASIS
In the relative absence of market forces. it would be expected that the
relationship to costs would be the main criterion for tariff-setting. (Factors
affecting cost conditions are studied below at P,mtgraph J.) Following such 
principle. a percentage m,lrgin for profit would be added (known as .cost-plus
pricing); alternatively a profit target might be expressed as a percentage of
turnover. These are similar principles, although the first is more detailed in
that in can be applied to individuCiI services provided.
However, this principle of basing tariffs directly on the relevant costs is
frequently not put int() effect. for reasons often decided by the government.
Alternatively. the government may set other targets. These two effects are
discussed below at Paragraph 2.4.
Because of requirements placed upon them by the governments or because of
their own policies. many postal administrations practise cross-subsidies. These
can he between services. between groups of customers or between geographical
areas.
further problem is that the accounting conventions used vary between
Member States. In particular, there are different approaches 10 the way inpage350 AIIIlCX 14: Tel/iffissues
which fixed costs should be allocated. These accounting differences would have
the effect that exiictly the same cost conditions (and tariff-setting policies)
might produce different prices in different Member States.
In reality. however, the cost conditions vary gn~atly between Member States - 
CIS
is indicated in Paragraph J helow.
PEREQUATlON TARIFAIRE
Regarding prices for individual services, the most important principle thClt the
postal administrations apply is that of the single unitary tariff (the  perequatio/1
tarifaire).  This gives the same price for an item across a territory, regardless of
where it needs to he delivered within the territory. The  pb-equatioll tarifaire
relies on a shClring of a range of (.'osts equally between the items to which the
principle is Clpplied.
2.3 COMMERCIAL STRA TEG"
It might not he immediately obvious how reserved services may have market
forces bearing upon them. The main competitive forces helve been from
indirect competition particularly from telecommunications for
communications and press for advertising. Recently. there has been more
direct competition, perhaps the most notable example being companies
delivering their own mail.
However, whether the competition is direct or indirect. there could be a
tendency for customers to over"state the attractions of competitive services. A
particular example could be the comparison between press Cldvertising Clnd
direct mail. Customers might compClre the relative costs of reaching 1 000
potentiCiI customers, a comparison which might appear to disfavour direct mail.
However, the real comparison .should be with the relative effectiveness with
which the message reaches those potential customers and with which revenue is
generated.
Most postell administrations have responded to customer requirements by
offering contract facilities. or these postal administrations most have a firm
discount structure from which their salesmen are not allowed to depart.
ReI,~tively few postal administrations permit negotiatiun of prices for resc!rved
serVices,
Where negotiation is permitted, it may well be based on a combination of the
principles or influences mentioned above. It is also likely to be related to the
economic importance of the customer to the postal administration. The
problem is that the most important customers have a tendency to push the
postal administration negotiating hack onto marginal cost pricing. In one
extreme case, a postal administration conceded a discount of 76% - the
resulting price barely covering marginal costs.
Such a m'lrginal costing policy for the largest customers has the effect of making
other customers pay for a disproportionate amount of the fixed costs. In this
way. if discounts for larger customers are not related to cost savings individual
customers may actually cross-subsidise larger customers. Alternatively, such
discounts may simply add to the postal administration s operating deficitI Alllle~ 
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Secondly. there will be concern that the flexibility permitted in negotiating
prices for reserved services may have effects ~m the sale of mm-reserved
services. Bluntly. discounts on reserved services may become hidden discounts
for non-reserved services.
In terms of general pricing policy, because such a high proportion of costs
associated with reserved services is fixed it is tempting for postal
administrCltions to lower prices in real terms in order to encourage growth, and
thus reduce unit costs. This policy works well if the lower prices are based on
productivity improvements. However, because of the relCitionship between
prices Clnd volumes (the price elasticity of demand), such a strategy not based
on productivity improvements can be hazardous.
Price elasticity measures the change in demCind (expressed in volume) against
different movements in price. Postal services are relatively inelastic, and the
price elasticity might approximate to -0.4 (that is. for a J % chClnge in price,
there would be a 0.4% movement of volume in the opposite direction).
2.4 EXTERNAL DECISIONS
National governments may make certain decisions that could affect the tariff-
setting p-;licies of post,;' administration. These  decisions fall into two
categories.
Firstly. they may set targets to be achieved. These may be broadly financial
such as a return to be made on investment. or the level of investment that the
postal administrati()n has to fund out of its own resources. Alternatively, they
may helve a more direct application to prices: the government may set a ceiling
for prices in relation to the inflation index.
Secondly, some governments become involved themselves in the tariff-setting
process (either directly or indirectly by bringing influence to bear on the
regulatory body). They may encourage prices to be held down when normally
some increase would he justified. Such a policy applied over a period of time
can leCid to substantial losses being incurred. Even if it is then decided to bring
prices back to a break-even level, this cCin only be achieved over a period of
several years.
Some governments also give their postal administrations "missions" to provide
certain services at below cost. These missions concern particularly the
distribution of newspapers and other printed papers. but may also include the
requirement to deliver government mail and electoral material. Either postal
administrations are expected to fund such losses or loss-making services
themselves. or they will need to approach their governments for centml
suhsidies.
FACTORS AFFECTING COST CONDITIONS
Differences in costs are discussed here. It is important to identify whether the causes
of the differences are within the control of the postal administrations or outside. The
discussion is particularly relevant to the debate about whether there should be a single
common tariff applied across the Community.page  352 Alllle..: 14: Tn/iff issues
LABOUR
The key difference in costs is the cost of labour (measured in cost per labour
hour). Inevitably. this will continue to vary greatly between the different
Member States. Since some 70% of postal administrations' total costs  Clre
labour costs. these differences are very significant.
3.2 PROPENSITY TO POST
Levels of use of postal services will be affected by the surrounding economic
situation. (Usage of postal services in the different Member StC\tes varies
between 47 and 434 items per heCld.) These in turn affect throughputs. and
therefore unit costs (Clntl probably unit prices). However, usage levels are also
affected by relative price levels. and these are in turn affected by productivity.
(See below at ParCigraph 3.
DENSITY AND CONCENTRATION OF POPULATION
Collection and delivery costs, together accounting for about three quarters of all
costs. vary depending on how concentrated or spread out the population is. The
import(lIlt factor here is not so much average population density. but rather how
concentrated the different centres of the population are. Thus, in the case of
Greece, it may be less relevant that the population density is half the EC
average than that  55c,(  01 the total population reside in the Athens/Piraeus
conurbanity.
TRANSPORT
The quality of the national transport infrastructure has a significant impact on
postal quality of service in each Member State. It will also affect costs. It is also
therefore the case that the size 01;\ country will allect quality and costs.
PRODUCTIVITY
Productivity is affected by levels of use of postal services. However, it is also
within the control of postal administrations to improve productivity by seeking
ways to optimise the use of their resources. This is essential in order to try to
gain access to the upward spiral of productivity improvements allowing reCtI
price decreases, which in turn encourage higher volumes ;lOd productivity.
CUSTOMERS
Customers vary between the individual posting a few items per year to large specialist
organisations posting millions of items. (In terms of poslalcosts. size relates more to
the volume of an organisation s posting requirements. r;lther than to its overall size.
The larger the user, the more likely that he will be able to prepare the mail in ways
thClt facilitate the task of the postal administration after posting.
This preparation of the mail. whether undertaken by the customer who originated the
mail or by an intermediary acting on behalf 01 the original customer. may welileCid to
savings in costs on the part of the postal administration. Usually postal
Cldministrations that otTer contract lacilities pass on a significant proportion of these
cost savings back to the user in the form of a discount.All/lex  14:  T(//ilJ issues page  353
These savings may relate particularly to the way that the mail is "presented"" or pre-
sorted. A more delicate question concerns volumes. If a customer posts large
volumes, this by itself does not enable the postal administration to mClke savings.
However,  increases  in volume will make the network fixed costs more productive. and
will lower unit costs.
A few postell administrCltions ;lrgUe that pricing policy for reserved services must be
aware of the cost of alternative services (for instance, of self-delivery) Clnd be able to
offer discounts beyond those justified only by cost savings; if such volume was lost to
the universal service network, ClII users would lose because unit costs would increase
for all. However. while it is agreed that market forces have to be taken into some
account when setting tariffs, these forces tend to differ from one large customer to
another. Any concession of non-standard discounts would therefore need the tightest
control. There is some evidence that such control has not alwClYs been exercised.
In principle, if discounts are given for reserved services, they should be related to cost
savings. Otherwise, CIS noted above at Paragraph 2. , customers that did not receive
discounts (including all individual customers) would be in danger of cross-subsidising
those that did.
HARMONISED APPROACH TO TARIFF ISSUES
TARIFF PRINCIPLES
Implementation of sorne common tariff principles for reserved services appeCirs
quite practicable. TIle corner-stone would be the basing of tariffs closely on
costs. This would imply that there should be no cross-subsidies - certainly from
the non-reserved area to the reserved area, from one customer to another, or
from one service "stream" to another. It would also be important that any
central subsidies, if any Clre considered necessary, should be wholly transparent.
It is also important that tariffs should be related to the quality of service
provided. It is clear that quality postal services should be profitable. Poor
services become .the "distributor of last resort , with low tariffs and resulting
losses.
TARIFF STRUCTURES
If a comparison is made from one Member State to another. it would be seen
that the postal operation providing the universal service is similar (allowing for
different approaches to mechanisCition). In order to made the reserved services
of each Member State as responsive as possible to customer needs. it is
desirable that each postal administration draws on the commercial experience
of other administrations. In this way, each would be pursuing "best practise
and this practise, when applied by all administrations. would lead to certCiin
facilities being available to all C'ustoillers of reserved services in each of the
Member States.
The appropriate approach might be to study the most comprehensive possible
set of contract facilities, Clnd then ask why each facility should not be offered. 
there was not CI vCllid reCison for not offering the facility, it should be adopted.
Using this approach, the first point is thClt there should be a set of contract
facilities available to users of each postal administration (although the facilitiespage  354 Allllex  14:  7;:lIiffissues
might vary between postal administrations), The facilities should include, as .
minimum, the possibility for users to pre-sort their mail in return for discounts.
5.3 T ARlFF LEVELS
It is clear that there will continue to be significant differences in the costs of the
domestic services of the Comlllunity's po ~tal.administrations, At the same time.
for the future health of the Community s postal sector. the Green Paper
proposes that tariffs ought to be relCited closely to costs. Together, these two
statements imply that there cannot be any harmonisation on any single tariff.
(This conclusion would apply at least until there was a significant convergence
of costs, and this does not seem likely even in the medium/longer term).
Of course, it would be theoretically possible to take a political decision that such
CI harmonised tariff should be put in place. Any body taking such a decision
would need first be aware of the extra costs involved. the extent of the cross-
subsidies needed and, indeed. the likely negative reaction of consumers.
Such a harmonised tariff would be based either on a Community "average" cost
or on the costs of the lowest cost country in the Community. The former would
involve simply massive cross-subsidies (the Community s reserved postal sector
presently being worth some ECU 20 billion) between "losing" and "gaining
administrations. The latter option would involve not only cross-subsidies. but
also central subsidies. In short, a common tariff would ill1plya Common Postal
Policy.
Apart from the extra administrative costs, such a policy could well lead to a
reduced flexibility in terms of the ability to achieve Single Market objectives.Allllex 15: III  1m. COllll1Hlllil.l' mail page  355
ANNEX 15: INTRA-COMMUNITY MAIL
INTRODUCTION
Chapter 8 discusses the desirable regulatory position for intra-Community and
international mail (at Paragraph 8). Th,ll discussion was itself linked to a detailed
analysis of the phenomenon of remail (at Chapter ), Paragraph 9). This Clnnex is
intended to supplement the discussion by furnishing more detailed argumentation.
Below are laid out the main arguments for and against the inclusion of intra-
Community mail in the reserved area. (The points made are laid out as if statements
made on each side of a debate. ) In terms of length of text, it could seem that the
argumentation is inclined in favour of exclusion. However. this is not a comment on
the weight or worth of the individual arguments.
ARGUMENTS FAVOURING INCLUSION
IMPLICATIONS OF SINGLE MARKET
The principle of the single market is that of a Community without internal
trading frontiers. It could seem strange it different regulatory rules applied
between national and intra-Community maiL
As the Communi'ty develops, the subject of a single postal administration
covering the whole Community may be raised. In fact, there seem strong
arguments against establishing such an administration (See Chapter 
Paragraph 21.1). If. however, it WClS to lit' created, its existence might lend
support to the argument that, if reserved services are justified at a national
level. they could seem to be justified at a Community leveL
REMAIL BASED ON TERMINAL DUE INEQl~ITI ES
It is claimed that remailis based on the inl'lluity in the terminal dues system
between compensation paid and actual ddi\'t'ry costs. (Such a statement
presumably would not apply to A- B renLlil whicll pays inland tariffs to the
delivery administration,
ARGUMENTS FAVOURING EXCLUSION
COMPETITION EXISTING
In most Member States, competition alreCidy exists in practice in the intra-
Community and international letter mail segments. It would be wrong now to
deprive customers of the choice to which they have become accustomed.
SERVICE IMPROVEMENTS
The postal administrations have been slow to invest in improving the quality of
service of international (including intra-Community) mail. They are now
doing so mostly as a result of competitive pressure.page  356 /lIIIICX  /5:  IlIlm,Colllll1lllli/y mail
A performance measuring system has now been put in place. However, this
shows that present performance is not good. The CEPT has adopted an
informal target of D+3 (third working day after posting), but recent samples
show that only 40% of items are meeting this target.
The private operators competing with the postal administrations' international
mail systems do not publish quality of service results. However. costs of the
different operators will soon become very similar. Then all service providers
(including private operators) would be selling on the basis oLservice,
NormCilly A- B remail might well achieve faster end-to-end times than mail
sent through lhe postal administration's syslem, There could be two reasons
for this.
Firstly, the private operalor may be more erfectivein carrying out the outward
sorting and then freighting to the country of delivery, (For the latter
operation, he may be able to use night flights.
Secondly. he posts directly into the inland system 01 the deliVery
administration, presenting the mail at a strategically chosen sorting office in
the format determined by that office, By comparison, the postal
administration s mail goes through one of very few "offices of exchange" which
can often he bottlenecks. It is certainly the case that domestic quality of
service (for the national mail stream into which the private operators post) is
superior to that of inward international mail.
3.3 POSSESSION OF EXPERTISE
In the c(jse of domestic traffic, the postal administrCltion is the single
recognised expert. This is not necessarily the case in terms of international
mail. It is no accident that the remail companies are in the main either .airline
freight subsidiaries or air express carriers,
I n other words. they a re air tra nsport experts in a Weir in wh ich postal
administrations are not. For the proportion of mclil which is forwarded by
surface. again other carriers are specialists
Further. hectllse many privClte oper;ttors dc;d \\'ith post;d ;tdministr;ltions on
an individual basis (at least in the t.'asl.' of A- B "reln;,til"). they otten know
more abullt the delivery operations (1f destin,ltion Cldillinistr;ttiuns than do
other postal administrations,
3.4 PROFITS NO LONGER NEEDED TO CROSS-SLJBSIDISE
Such cross-subsidies were unsatisfactory anyway, Clnd should have been phased
out. Even if such cross-subsidies were acceptable. the profits from
international mail will no longer be of the same order CIS in the past.
The CEPT terminal dues scheme has tended to increase outward direct costs.
If terminal dues were based on inland tariffs, these costs would Cllso tend 
increase. Conversely, (jdministrations would be properly compensated for
their inward volume, and would therefore no longer need to cross-subsidise
from outward revenues to pay for inward losses.Allllex J  5:  /lItm-Col/ll/llillity mail
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Even before the terminal dues issue is resolved, the outward administration
should be theoretically able to be price-competitive with Cln A- C remailer.
In practice, they may not be because postal administrations feel the need to
have high outward nltes in order to cross-subsidise inland losses.
COMPETITION WITHOUT I)AMAGING UNIVERSAL SERVICE
When a company changes its practise from undertaking a task itself and
instead contracts the work out, the effect is almost always to increase the
variable cost of the task. For mail generated in its country the outward postal
administration "contracts" for Clnother postal administration to undertake the
delivery. Although many of the delivery costs incurred by the inward
administration are fixed, these same costs are charged to the outward
administration as variable costs.
Provided that remail is collected from company premises and is delivered
through the network of the postal administration in the country of the
addressee, the tWo key fixed cost elements of the universal service network are
not affected or harmed by remail:
roatJ.side collections: the international traffic in question is collected
from customers' premises;
deliveries: remail still respects the exclusive rights of the
reserved service provider in the country of
delivery.
EXTENSION OF CUSTOMER CHOICE
Some of the questions concerning intra-Co!l1n1unity (LToss-horder) mail need
to be put in the context of an evolving continuum 01 t'llstomer choices for
letters:
The usual relationship for letter mail is that of a customer posting it with
the postal administration, which then delivers it to the addressee.
The customer also has the option of himself delivering it directly to the
addressee.
The usual relationship for intra-Community mai.1 is for the customer to
post the mail with his own country s postal administration which then has
the mail transported to the delivery country s postal administration which
then delivers the mail to the addressee.
For intra-Community mail. the customer also has the option of delivering
the mail directly to the addressee.
The customer can post his mail with the' delivery country's postal
administration, which then delivers the mail to the addressee.
Returning to customer options within the cuslOmer's own country. in
several most Member States the customer can give his mail to a private
operator which is permitted to act as a "mail preparer : the private
operator then posts the mail with the postal administration. which delivers
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For intra-Community mail. a customer might put the mail with private
operator based in the delivery country; the private operator then posts the
mail with the postal administration which then delivers it.
The customer might put the mail with a private operator in his own
country; the private operator might then transfer the mail to a private
operator in the delivery country; the mail is then posted with the delivery
country postal administration. which then delivers it to the addressee.
It seems to follow from this continuum that such an option. which still respects
the exclusive right:; of the reserved service provider in the country of delivery,
should be permitted.AliI/ex  16:  Discussio/l of nilc/ill lodcjillc resel1'ed lIr('a pagc  359
ANNEX 16: DISCUSSION OF CRITERIA
TO DEFINE RESERVED AREA
INTRODUCTION
The key policy objective is to safegu,m.I the universal servke. Tp arhieve this. it is
proposed that a Community set of reserved services should be established. Reserved
services. as well as certain non-reserved services, would carry a universal obligation.
Other services - such as those of express or heavier parcels - would not be reserved.
and would not have a universal service obligation.
To achieve the universal service objective, the proposed means is the establishment of
a set of reserved services. This set of reserved services should be as sll1all as possible.
Although some parcels may have a universal obligation. it is clear that they should not
be included inlhe set of possible reserved services. (They arc already non-reserved in
alJ Member States.) The same is also true of printed papers: althuullh they may have
some universal service obligation, they should be non-reserved.
CONTENTS
It therefore seems clear that the first criterion to be applied. among universal services.
is that of contents, in order 10 place items containing printed papers or goods clearly
in the O(m-reserved sector. What remains after the application of this contents
criterion would he ClII the postal communication items of a perspnal or individualised
nature. But this would still be larger than was needed for the reserved services.
Therefore. following application of the contents criterion. some further criteria (or
criterion) must be applied in order to ensure that the reserved area is as small as
possible.
Below is discussed what these further criteria (or criterion) should he,
PRICE
Because of the range of tariffs (and costs) of standard leller services in different
Member States, it would be impossible to have a single price limit (expressed .in local
currency) for reserved sen'ices covering the whole Community.
If there was a single price limit set in each Member Slate. it could be gradually eroded
by inflation. The regulatory hody might consider this tp be It.,.'sirahle If  not. the
regulatory hody might wish to review thelil11it periodically
The price limit could he set by reference to the tariff structure for the hasic letter
service. For example, it could he set at the price equivalent of wh;llever weigbtlimit is
proposed, or in a fixed relationship with the tariff equivalent of the weight limit
(perhaps to 1.5 times the tariff equivalent).
There could be a danger of the operator effectively setting the regulatory threshold for
non-reserved services. However, this may not he a cause for too great concern. since
the regulatory Cluthorities have to approve. or at least seek justifications for. changes
in tariff levels. In particular, they will need to pay attention to tariff structures - forpage  3(J(1 Alllle."  /6:  f);sn/. ';Oll oj' ('Iitelia to clefflle 1f!.felW!c/ atf!a
instance, to ensure that price increments at different weight steps ,Ire linked tU cost
increments.
A possihle solution to this regulCltor/opemtof problem would be to set the price limit
initially by reference to the tariff for the weight limit. Thereafter. the limit could he
indexed. never heing increilsed hy more thCln the intlCltion rate over the period of
indexation. (The hilse for the indexation would Cllways he the previous price limit.) Of
courst.'.. the regulator could illways decide.on a limit lower than the indexed increase.
QUALITY
Postal quality ciln he defined in different w.tys. The method must used is the
quantification of speed of delivery from point of collection (.or despatch). However.
the use .of this measurement to define the distinctiun hetween letters and express
would he prohlematical.
If the distinctiun were made on the basis of service perf.ormance. this would introduce
a retrospective element. For example. if an .ordinary letter were delivered in less than
24 hours. should it then retrospectively he c.onsidered a non-reserved item"! If an
express itcm was not dd.ivered for 2/3 days (as happens from time t.o time) should this
item retrospectively he considered a standard letter. and therefore a reserved service
The difficulty 01 retwspe(:tion. particularly .in the second case. suggests th,1l the focus
should he on customer .expectations, rather than actual performance (although, of
course. tlw second affects the first).
Customer expeclations in this field are best meilsured hy the price lhilt they are
prepilredlO pay.
The use 01 price. r,lther Ihan delivery speed. as a criterion wuuld helVe the further
advilntage that it would effc(,tivdy recognise .other forms of (\uillity that customers
value and for which they arc prepared to pity mure.
WEIGHT
Beciluse it measures ,II) ahsolute. a weight criterion would nut suffer from some of the
defects mentioned ahove for the price criterion (essentially concerning the mobility of
a price criterinn (mits .own). Huwever. it must he recognised that a weight criterion
would not he sullicientin itself. since it wnuld nut he ahle to exclude lighter-weight
express items. It would therefore need tn he used in cunjunction with it price
criteri.on.
WEIGIH/IBIUCI-: COMIUNATION
Only a mmhination .of the" use of weight and price criteria (after (he application of the
contents criterion) will achieve Ihe objective of having the smallest feasible reserved
area (amongst the services for which there is a universal service obligation) (hat will.
at the same time, safeguard the universal service. The items that will then remain as
being p.ossihle reserved scrvit'es wnuld he ordinary letters, pos(-cards and addressed
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A single weight limit could he applied Community-wide. and then. in view of the
presently widely varying tel riffs. the price limits calculated in each Memher State hy
reference to the weight limit. In the medium/longer term. if there was a sufficient
convergence of costs and tariffs. a price limit might suffice on its own.Glossal)' page  363
GLOSSARY
Autres objets" in French - a UPU classification that comprises printed papers and
small packets. Used in all classifications of postell administrations' cross- border letter
services. Several administrations also use it as one of the two classifications for their
domestic mail. the other being LC (see below).
CEPT
The Conference of European Postal and Telecommunications administrations.
Covers administrations of all Member States, and of most of the other European
countries. Now divided between postal and telecommunications. CEPT (Posts)
presently represents the postal administrations as operators. but there is now some
indication that there may be a separate CEPT group representing. postal regulators.
City mail
This is a service operated by private operators. It usually refers to mail which is
collected in an urban area for delivery in that area. It Gin also refer tu the delivery
element, of cross-border mail. where the mail is delivered by ;1 priv;lte operator rather
than the postal administration of the country of delivery.
Collection
Mail can be collected from three different sorts of locations: from the premises of the
customer (or CI third party working on his behalf), from a post office counter or from a
public postal collection box. Collection from the last of these is often called "road-side
collection
Concessionar)' taritl's
Certain customers benefit from rates that are lower than those that norrnally apply.
The difference between the two rates is a discount.
Discounts are usually awarded for volumes posted and/or costs saved. Some lower
tariffs are offered not because of costs saved, but because of the content of the items
posted - usually where the items contain printed papers (Lower t;lrilfs for electoral
material give another example.) Such lower tariffs can be cdled "concessionary" or
preferential"page  364 GlossOlY
Consolidation
ConsolidCltion literally refers to the gathering together of items from different sources
and (in terms of transport) then despatching the items in bulk. In terms of mail,
consolidators collect mail from different customers. bulk it together and then despatch
it to the operator chosen for the next phases (transport and delivery).
Consumers
See under "Customers
Customers
COIl.\"UlIlcrs  are individuals who (in the context of the Green Paper) post items on their
own behalf; the total volume that a .consumer posts is likely to be small.  Customers
include both consumers and organisations posting on their own behalf; the posting
requirements of the latter may rCinge from low to massive volumes. The word  users
embraces both customers posting on their behalf and third party operators acting on
behalf of customers; such third pHrty operators act as "intermediaries" between
customers and the operator (often the postal administration) that delivers the mail.
Deferred mail
Some posted administrations offer the facility where a customer making a particularly
large posting can make the posting over a period of time, but agree the date (or range
of dCltes) for the delivery In the addressees. This service is mostly for direct mail, and
is usually connected with advertising campaigns that use other media as well.
Delivery
The final phase of the postal process, it brings the item to the addressee. Deliveries
usLlally cover certain specified areas. Coverage of this area is usually called a delivery
round. Postal administrations LIse the expression a "postman s walk", even if the round
is motorised. (In the United States. this is called a "carrier route ) Because of the
universal service requiren1ent, all the postmen s walks together must potentially pass
,dl possible delivery points.
Direct mail
A form of advertising, involving the sending of a publicity message by mail direct to
the individual intended. Therefore intended to be more specifically tCirgeued than
other advertising channels. The trend is now for addressed mail to hecome more
personalised"  t;;ee  below). However. there is also a less targetted variant.
unaddressed mail (see helow).
Direct marketing
A generic phrase. sometimes also referred to as "distance selling , it covers hath the
advertising of products to people in their own homes (or offices) CIS well as theGlossal)'
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delivery of products direct to homes. It therefore comprises direct mail, telemarketing
and mail order.
Document exchange
Facility offered by specialist private operators. whereby the customers can deliver mail
directly into the boxes of other exchange users and collect the mail similarly posted
into their own boxes. In some countries, groups of such exchanges also transfer mail between each other. 
EDI
Electronic Data Interchange. An electronic method for transmitting quantitative information. Relies on information being input in. strictly formatted fashion.
Particularly interesting to large companies exchanging large Clmounts of quantitative
information. Will therefore compete with postal services for transmission of items
such as orders, statements and invoices. Can also he used by postal operators to
communicate with their customers.
Express services
The services offered by courier compejnies and express parcels companies (many
companies operating both services). Also called express delivery services. They cover
the express movement respectively of Jocuments ami parcels (the latter being goods.
bearing. and often called "non-docum~nts ). The companies offering these services
comprise both private operators and public postal administrations. These serviCes are
qualitatively quite distinct from ordinary letter or parcel services. (Note: these
services are also completely different from the "Iettres expres" - see helow.
Flat
A letter (or publication) of A4 size that is sent unfolded. A distinction is drawn
because of the extra size complicates the sorting process and increases sorting costs.
GAIT/GATS
The General Agreement op Trade and Tariffs (GA Tn, a worldwide multi-lateral
agreement to try to reduce barriers to trade. Now intended to cover services as well
the framework agreement for services being called General Agreement On Trade in Services (GA TS)~ 
GDP
Gross Domestic Product - the sum total of revenue generated by a national economy
in a financial year.page  366 Gfo$sal)'
Hand delivery
The delivery of newspapers and magazines by private operators to subscribers. The
publisher contracts directly with the operators concerned, and the items c,lrry the full
address of the subscriber.
Individualised
As used in the Green Paper. the word "individualised" refers to communication items
that relate to the business or personal aff.\irs of the addressee with sufficient
individuality that it is clear that the text refers specifically to the addressee.
lndividualised items, which are therefore not printed papers, include business
correspondance, statements and invoices.
Inward
Refers to the latter part of the postal operation, including delivery to the addressee. 
therefore refers to the operation carried out by the "receiving" opemtional centre in
an integrated network or by the "receiving" postal administration (or other sub-
contnlcted agent) in a joined network.
Lettres d cartes" in Frei1l'h - LJPU classification cu\'ering letters and cards (and
therefore excluding printed p;qwrs ~ see AO above). Used t' or crnss-border services
between Ih1stal administrations. and by some postal administrations for classifying
their domestic services.
Letter
There is no sinde definition. Users mean an individual readable communication
which can be seltl by different means. Must refer to the personal or business affairs of
the sender ;Indjor the addressee. In the sense of the "letter mail" which includes
printed papers and small packets. postal administrations sometimes refer to the UPU
definition \\hich covers all postal communications weighing up to 2 kg.
Letter shop
This desnibes the consolidation and mail preparation activities carried out by certain
operators The use of this term is usually associated with the production of direct mail
and otherprinted papers. After the mail has been created and printed. it is then sent
to the !eltcrshop for preparation for posting..
LettIe expres
Service plovid,~d by postal administrations: a letter which receives special treatment.
Usually rt'ceives faster treatment (sometimes with money-back guarantee if not
delivered on time) and recorded at sending and delivery.Gloss(//)' page  367
Local posting
The posting.of cross-border mail in the country of delivery under the access terms and
at the tariffs thClt apply to domestic mail in that country. Also sometimes called
direct injection . It is also the final part of the " B" remail ()peration.
Mail order
The selling and provision of products to individuCils in their own homes. Competes
with retail selling. An important user of letter and parcel services. Also significant in
its own right - generates 0.5% of the Community s GDP.
Mail preparation
This is the activity undertaken by a third party operator who acts as an intermediary
between the .original customer who generated the mail and the postal administwtion.
Mail preparers therefore operate with the agreement of the postal administration
with which they usually hold contracts.
The most important mail preparation activity is sorting the mail in advance of posting
(pre-sorting) It can also include handling subscriber lists and enveloping. Some or all
of these iH.:tivities can also be undertaken by letter shops (see above).
Mail room
A facility serving an otlice building or company. The mail room collects mail. and
prepares  it  for posting with the operators concerned (including the postal
administLltion). Some postal operators are beginning to ofler to undertake this
activity ;IS a third party agency wolling for the organisations that generate the mail.
Such a ser\ice Ciln be part of a wider involvement of the postal administrations to
manage till' whule pre-posting process on behalf of (Mge customers,
Mandatory service (obligatory service)
Any services that an operator is obliged by the regulatory body to undertake are called
mamhItory services. (The term "obligatory services is synonymous, ) Usually have to
be provided across the whole territory covered by the operator upon whom the
obligation is placed - that is, he hiis an obligation to provide ,I universal service for all
items that come within the definition of the obligation Some mandatory services are
reserved (giving the operator exclusive tights to provide them). others are non-
reserved and open to competition.
OCR
Optical Character Recognition. Scanning device which can "read" ch,lr;lcters and (in
the Gise of postal operations) translate them into binilry codes which ciln then be used
for autumated sorting,PI/gC  368 (jlll.ual)'
OlTice 01" exchange
Specialised sorting office through which international mail between postal
administrations passes. There ~,re both "outward" offices of exchange responsible for
despatching mail from the country of posting, and "inward" offices responsible for
receipt in the country of delivery. Offices of exchange are loc.ued near to airports for
air-maiJ and sea-ports and or rail-heads for surface mail.
Outward
Comprises the initial phm;es of the, postal operation.
sorting and despatch.
Covers collection. outward
Packet
Goods-hearing item weighi!ig up to 2 kg. Considered hy pust..1 ..dministrations .end
UPU to he part of letter mail (hdng part of AO dassificatiun -st.'t.' abuVl.').
Parcel
Goods-hearing item for delivery to address point. Technic.llly. nn upper weight limit
but usually considered to be 30 kg. (Ahove this weight, items arc usually p~llIetised
consignments
. )
perequation taril"aire
Practice of applying the same tariff across a whole territory. There is nn succinct
English el)uivalent. the closest translation being "single unitary tarift"
Personalised"
Personalised" is a word that describes how a direct mail item ma\' includt: ' cxt that
will he more relevant to the addressee. However. since the text is nut entirely sp~cific
to the addressee (with the exception of the address and the appdation). the item
would not he considered "individualised" as defined ahow.
Postal electronic mail
A "hybrid" service which combines both telecommunications owd postal services. An
item is sent hy telecommunications (either as text or "IS an image) to ,t convenient
point where it is then converted into (\ paper version ("hard copy ). enveloped and
addressed. It therefore becomes (\ postal item. which then will be delivered.
Poste Restante
A facility which enables a customer to arrange to have items addressed to him held at
it nomimlted P~)st office. The customer picks up his milil directly from the post office
nominated.GloJ.,al)' p(lgt:  369
Printed papers
hems where the text is identic..!. Usually refers topuhlicillions (newspapers
magazines and hooks). hut can also include direct mail.
Rebate service
Generic name for discounted service. usually for publications. where the advertised
delivery times are slower than the norm.
Reman
A cross-harder letter mail service offered by private operators. usually in co-operation
with a postal administration. There are three different sorts of remail oper.ltion.
remail involves mail being collected in the country of the customer  (A),
freightedlU a second country (B) where it is posted into theinternation;11 m.liI system
for ()nward transmission to (and delivery in) a third country (Cl. A- B remail
involws colIection in tlw (.'ountry of the customer (A), freighting to the country of
delivery (B) and delivering to the addressee there (B). usually hy posting with the
postal administration there. A- A remail inv()lves domestic mail heing taken from
the country of the customer (A) to a second country (B) for mailing hack to the first
country (A).
Reserved service
A service the provision of which is ohliged to an operator (in fact always the postal
administration. in the case of postal services) who in turn is granted some special and
exclusive rights. These rights almost always state that this operator has the sole right
to provide the services in the territory to which the reservation applies.
Routeing
The route and method of transport chosen to transport items between two
geognlphicalIy distinct locations.
Selr-delivery
Taking one s own mail to the destimnion point and delivering. it oneself to the
addressee. From a regulatory point of view. there might he different views taken
depending. on whether the destimttion address W.tS in the same country or nol. (If the
destination was in .mother country. there might be different different regulatory views
are possible depending on whether the countries involved were inside (Jr outside the
Community. )
Self-post ing
The posting of one s own mail hy oneself. Although this seems a straightforward
concept, it raises regulatory issues. particularly for contract users. The differentpage 370 GllIS.talY
possihilities for posting one s own mail with a postal administration are: posting
locally, posting at a distant point (perhaps under a contractual arrHngement) in the
same national territory; taking one s mail across a border for posting with the postell
administration of another country for delivery there; taking one s mHil Hcross a border
for posting with the postHI administration of another country for delivery in a country
other than one s own; and taking mClil across H harder for posting with the postell
administration of that country for delivery back in one s own country. (It should he
noted for the last three examples that different regulatory views are possible
depending on whether the countries involved are inside or outside the Community.
Senior Ol11cials' Group on Posts
A consultative committee established to help the Commission develop proposals for
the Community s postal sector. Its establishment was proposed by the Council of
Telecommunications Ministers in September 1989, and has heen meeting regularly
since December 1989. Each Member State is represented. The group is chaired 
the Commission.
Sorting
Activity which causes an item to be grouped with other items for a particular
destination. The first sorting process ("outward" sorting) will group tOgether items for
a particular destination town or area. In the "inward" office, sorting will divide the
mail into more dewiled areas, and then allocate the mail to the person responsible for delivery. 
Special letter delivery services
In the Green Paper. thi~ phrase refers to the "Idtre expres" (see above).
Stream
An operational cCitegory of mail which requires that the items in the c,ltegory are
segregated from other mail and treated separately. Examples include LC, AO:first
class mail, second class mail and cross-border mail.
Telemarketing
The selling of products hy te.lephone. CertCiin aspects of this form of marketing are
illegal in certain Member States.
Terminal dues
The system of compensation applying to exchanges of intern ,Itiona I mail bel\."een
postal administrations. The "outward" administration receives all the revenue from
the custumer. It then compensates the "inward" administr"tion for the costs incurred
in delivering the mail.G/osslIIY page 371
Tiering system
Most postal administrations classify their mail into at least two "tiers . Mail in each
tier ~as different tariffs for the same weights, and usually receives different levels of
servIce.
Some administrations classify on the basis of the contents of the items posted. Here, ,I
distinction is drClwn between letters and post cards on the one hClnd, and printed
papers (and small packets) on the other. Under the Universal Postal Union
clClssification these tiers are called respectively LC (lettres et cartes) clOd AO (Clutres
objets ).
Other administrations have liering system that distinguishes on the basis of the speed
required by the customer. This system is referred to either as first class/second class
or as 24/48 hours.
Unaddressed mail
A form of direct mail. Advertising material is delivered unaddressed to all the
addresses in the ;Irea determined by tile advertiser.
Universal service
The obligatory/mandalory rrovision of postal services throughout the territory to
which the obligation applies. This implies accessibility to collections by which mail
being sent can be input into the mail network as well as delivery to every address in
the territory. It alsoimpties affordable prices and good quality of service.
Although other operations may provide services throughout the territory, the phrase
universal service" refers in the Green Paper only to those operations which have to
provide universally as a regulatory obligation.
UPU
The Universal Postal Union. This is a United Nations hody that regulates the
international movement of mail by postal administrations. Its Convention is re-
confirmed at its congresses \vhich are held every five years.
Users
See under "Customers